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CHAPTER I 

STAT1MENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

The selection of pupils for first-year bookkeeping, for any other 

business subject,  or for any field of study,  is a problem of utmost 

importance to the pupil,  the parent, the teacher,  and the  school adminis- 

trator.    Blackstone says: 

If we but knew some way to determine  in advance which 
students are unable to profit from instruction in a particular 
course because of lack of intelligence,  capacity,  interest, or 
attitude;  if we could but discover the courses from which they 
are able to profit, we would be able to contribute a great 
deal to human success and happiness Adequate prog- 
nosis  is a worthwhile objective,  indeed,  and one that should 
be pursued until it is efficient.1 

Two points of view seem now to be held as the proper procedure for 

selecting pupils for a course in bookkeeping.     One point of view is that 

interest displayed by the pupil warrants entrance into the class.    The 

other point of view is that only those pupils who can successfully com- 

plete the course  should be allowed to pursue the study. 

It appears at present that the first-mentioned point of view is the 

one that is followed in the majority of the schools today  in regard to 

bookkeeping.    On the other hand,  alert business teachers and adminis- 

trators are  aware of the need for  a valid means of  selecting the pupils 

to prevent those who cannot be successful from wasting their time in a 

1 E. G. Blackstone,  "Prognosis in Business Education," Business 
Education World, XIX (March, 1939)> p. 535- 



course.     It is obvious that they hare recognized the need for a guidance 

program^ hut ae yet, research has not provided them with a testing program 

that gives a true measure of the ability to learn bookkeeping.    Blackstone 

reports that during the period 1915 to 1959 there were "no less than a 

dozen experiments with prognosis in bookkeeping."      In regard to these 

studies he says,  "Of these  studies Just mentioned, not a single one has 

been sufficiently valid and reliable to enable  a teacher to depend upon 

Its findings for the selection of Individual students for any phase of 

business education."^    Now, more than ten years later, writers in the 

general field of educational prognosis say, "The  status of research In 

prognosis shows that the problems apparent ten years ago still persist 

mk as major ones. 

After a careful reading of literature relating to prognosis in book- 

keeping,  the writer has concluded that no one factor should be used as 

a determinant of success in a particular  subject because variables such 

as  intelligence,  aptitude,  interest,   former school achievement,  attitude, 

personal traits and habits Influence a pupil's achievement in the subject. 

Is there,  though,  a combination of predictive factors which can be used 

with a high degree of accuracy to foretell a pupil's success in first- 

year bookkeeping? 

The present  study is a result of the  investigator's realization of a 

need for prognosis In bookkeeping,  and it is an attempt to find a 

2 Ibid.. p.  555. 

5 Ibid.., p. 53*. 

* Leo F. Cain, John U. Michaelie, and Alvin C Eurich, "Prognosis," 
Encyclopedia of Educational Research, (New York: The MacMillan Company, 
1950), p.  892. 



combination of factors by which success can he predicted with a fair 

degree of accuracy hefore a study of the course ie begun.  One of the 

weaknesses of research in the field of prognosis is the administration 

of the predictive measure or measures concurrently with the study of the 

subject. Hardaway says: 

Predictive measures have often been applied after the 
students began the study of the course—sometimes even concur- 
rently with the measure of success. What is to be gained if we 
should succeed in predicting results for six weeks or so in a 
course that takes two years to learn, or why should we predict 
after the event ie over?5 

Purpose of the Study 

This study was undertaken to determine whether the success of pupils 

in first-year bookkeeping can be predicted by their scores on an intelli- 

gence test and on a general achievement test or any of its parts. This 

study involves these specific questions: 

1. What ie the relationship of intelligence quotients to first- 

semester bookkeeping examination scores and semester grades? 

2. What is the relationship of achievement test scores to first- 

semester bookkeeping examination scores and semester grades? 

3. What is the relationship of intelligence quotients to second- 

semester bookkeeping examination scores and semester grades? 

k.    What is the relationship of achievement test scores to second- 

semester bookkeeping examination scores and semester grades? 

5. What is the relationship of intelligence quotients combined 

with achievement test scores to first-semester bookkeeping 

examination scores and semester grades? 

5 Mathilde Hardaway, "Prognostic or Aptitude Tests for Skill 
Subjects," Business. Education. World., XXV (March, 19*5), P- 371. 



6. What is the relationship of intelligence quotients combined 

with achievement test scores to second-semester bookkeeping 

examination scores and semester grades? 

The results of this  study should aid teachers and counselors in the 

guidance of prospective bookkeeping pupils.    In the event a high relation- 

ship between the factors is found, pupils could be encouraged to take 

bookkeeping if their intelligence quotients and achievement tests scores 

are high and discouraged If their intelligence quotients and achievement 

tests scores are low.    If no high relationships are found,  the conclusion 

may be drawn that these factors should be disregarded in the guidance of 

future bookkeeping pupils. 

Scone of the Study 

This study consists of two phases.    The first phase of the study 

concerns Itself with the 67 pupils who enrolled in or completed one 

year's study of bookkeeping at Senior High School, Greensboro, Worth 

Carolina, during the academic year 19^9-1950•    D*ta ware lacking for 

either the predictive factors or the measures of success in bookkeeping 

for k pupils,  leaving only 63 cases in the first phase of the study. 

This first phase is hereafter referred to as the "Original Study." 

The  second phase of the study concerns Itself with 56 pupils for whom 

data were available in the bookkeeping classes at the same school during 

the first semester of the academic year 1950-1951.    The purpose of the 

second phase of this  study Is to verify the findings of the first phase 

of the  study and is therefore called the "Check-up Study." 

The nine-month school year  is divided into two semesters of three 

six-week periods.    In both academic years, there were two classes of 



bookkeeping taught by the same two teachere. The teachers worked closely 

together during both years and adhered to school grading and testing 

policies as set forth by the school administration. 

Source and Treatment of the Data 

The two criteria of success in bookkeeping used in this study are 

the scores on the South-Western Publishing Company Bookkeeping Exami- 

nation Ho.  1  (First Semester)  and Bookkeeping Examination No.  2  (Second 

Semester)  and the teacher's final grade at the end of each semester. 

These two criteria provide a double measure of bookkeeping success; 

the examination scores are  strictly objective and the teacher's grades 

are partially subjective. 

The first-semester bookkeeping examination,  a copy of which appears 

in the appendix,  is made up of five parts; namely, Recording Transactions 

in Special Journals,  Journalizing Transactions,  The Trial Balance, 

Classification of Accounts in Financial Reports,  and Bookkeeping Prin- 

ciples.    The  second-semester bookkeeping examination,  a copy of which 

appears in the appendix,  is made up of four parts which are:    Classifi- 

cation of Accounts, Bookkeeping Terms, Bookkeeping Principles,  and The 

Work Sheet Statement Columns.    The scores on the bookkeeping examinations 

were converted into percentages for the  semester examination grades, 

but in this  study,  the raw scores were used. 

The  semester bookkeeping grade, the second criterion for measuring 

success in bookkeeping,  is an average of the three six-week grades  and 

the South-Western Publishing Company Bookkeeping Examination score used 

as the semester examination grade, each weighted equally as one-fourth 

in determining the final grade.    The six-week grades were determined 



by the teacher on the basis of the Carleon-Forkner-Prickett bookkeeping 

tests correlated with the textbook,  tests of the teacher's ovn making, 

claBBWork,  and homework. 

It should be remembered by the reader that the first criterion, 

the bookkeeping examination score,  is a component of the second criterion, 

the  semester grade; that is, the bookkeeping examination score is one of 

the four factors that make up the semester grade. 

The semester grades were copied from the permanent records of the 

high school.    Since the examination scores were expressed as percentage 

figures in the permanent school records and raw scores were needed for 

the computations  in this study,  the raw scores on the bookkeeping exami- 

nations were copied directly from the examination papers which were kept 

by the teacher. 

The two major predictive measures are the intelligence quotient and 

the general achievement test total score.    The intelligence quotients 

were obtained from the Kuhlmann-Andereon Intelligence Tests, Fifth Edition, 

a oopy of which appears in the appendix.    This test was given and scored 

by the administration and staff of the high school as a part of the city- 

wide testing program in the city schools.    The achievement test scores 

were obtained from the Tiege and Clark Progressive Achievement Tests, 

Advanced Battery, Form A (Diagnostic tests keyed to the curriculum). 

A oopy of the front sheet of the test, which indicates the elements 
* 

measured by the test, may be seen in the appendix.       This test, too, was 

a part of the city testing program in the Greensboro city school system. 

*In accordance with a request from the publishers,  the test is not 
included in the appendix. 



The achievement test is composed of five parts which are: Reading 

Vocabulary, Heading Comprehension, Mathematical Reasoning, Mathematical 

Fundamentals, and Language. The part scores and certain combinations 

of parts, as well as the total score, were used as predictive factors. 

The intelligence quotients and achievement test scores were computed 

by the home-room teachers at the high school. These were copied on score 

sheets which accompanied the tests, and these sheets were placed in the 

pupils' individual folders in the permanent file. For use in this study, 

the intelligence quotients and the achievement test total scores and 

part scores were copied by the investigator from the score sheets in the 

permanent files. 

The coefficients of correlation between the predictive factors and 

the two measures of success in bookkeeping were obtained by the Pearson 

product-moment method using ungrouped data. The analysis and interpre- 

tation of the coefficients of correlation of the intelligence quotients 

and achievement test scores with the bookkeeping examination scores and 

semester grades are given in Chapter III. 

A review of previous studies on prognosis in bookkeeping is contained 

in Chapter II. 



CHAPTER II 

RELATED STUDIES 

The purpose of this chapter ie to acquaint the reader with research 

which has been done on prognosis in bookkeeping.     It is interesting and 

encouraging to know that;  while leaders say that no study has produced 

sufficiently high relationships to depend upon its findings for the 

selection of individual pupils for a course in bookkeeping, research 

workers are  still aware of the need for a testing program to aid in 

guidance  and are continuing their attempts to find predictive measures 

that may be used with confidence. 

An examination of bibliographies of research studies  in business 

education was made to find previous studies on prognosis in bookkeeping. 

All bibliographies from 1920 to the present time were examined,  and those 

studies which the writer hoped would reveal pertinent findings were 

selected and reviewed.    Those studies that found relationships between 

any factor and success in high school bookkeeping as measured by either 

a bookkeeping test score or a grade were Judged to be related to this 

study.    In this chapter,  the  significant findings of the related studies 

are presented.    In Chapter III, the findings of those that used similar 

predictive factors are compared and contrasted with the findings of the 

present study. 

MHH 



The Stedman Study 

Stedman    conducted an investigation to determine what factors 

influence  success in bookkeeping and what relationships exist between 

certain test scores and both bookkeeping test scores and grades.    The 

investigation involved 75 tenth-grade students studying first-semester 

bookkeeping at Bell High School in the Los Angeles school system in 

September, 1927.    The results were verified by another study of a group 

of tenth-grade  students in the same school in the fall of 1928.    Stedman 

used test scores on the McQuarrie Test of Mechanical Aptitude,  the 

Thurston Employment Test, the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability,  and 

a spelling test and an arithmetic test made by the investigator.    These 

test scores were correlated with scores on the Carlson bookkeeping test 

and with bookkeeping grades. 

The  conclusions of the Stedman study are as follows: 

1. The findings of this study would indicate that a child 
with an intelligence quotient below 80 should,  under no con- 
sideration, be allowed to take up the  study of bookkeeping, while 
the child of an intelligence quotient between 80 and 90 should 
be  allowed to take bookkeeping only if he has a capacity for 
hard work,  is industrious,  healthy,  and if his position in life 
is  such that he is to have definite need for it. 

For the child with an intelligence quotient above 90, vho 
is willing to work, has physical health,  an aptitude for the 
work,  and likes the subject,  there is no positive assurance that 
he will succeed, but it is  safe to allow him to try. 

2    By use of the modified form of the Thurston Clerical Test 
and tests in the fundamentals of arithmetic  it is possible to pre- 
dict with almost absolute accuracy the maximum possibilities of 
any  student entering a class of bookkeeping. 

1 Melissa Branson Stedman,  "Factors Influencing School Success in 
Bookkeeping," Journal of Applied Psychology., XIV  (February, 1930), 

PP. 7^-75. 
2 Ibid.,  p. 81. 
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StedmaiK based the first conclusion on an r of ,6k between the scores 

on the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability and the bookkeeping test scores 

and an r. of .55 between the scores on the Terman test and bookkeeping 

grades. She based her Becond conclusion on the following coefficients of 

correlation: 

Thurston combined score minus test 5 with bookkeeping test scores .75 

Thurston combined score minus test 5 vith bookkeeping grade .Jk 

Arithmetic fundamentals test score with bookkeeping grade .62 

Thurston combined score, minus test 5 combined with arithmetic 
test score with bookkeeping grade .71 

The Nelson Study 

In 1928, Nelson4" reported the findings of his four-year study of 2U5 

tenth-grade pupils at Windham High School, Willimantic,  Connecticut.    He 

measured  success in bookkeeping by the teacher's grade at the end of one 

year of bookkeeping.    He used grades of selected school  subjects and the 

intelligence quotient obtained from the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability 

as predictive factors.    Nelson found the following coefficients of corre- 

lation between the bookkeeping grades and the predictive factors:    fresh- 

man average  .65, freshman algebra .59,  commercial arithmetic  .5^,  freshman 

English .U8,  intelligence quotient  .U, mental age  .50,  chronological age  .19. 

Based on these coefficients of correlation, Nelson reached the following 

conclusions: 

5 £feid_., p. 77. 
k  H. Chester Nelson, "A Study of Bookkeeping Prognosis in the High 

School," Master's Thesis, Columbia University, 1928, pp. 5-50. 
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1. The general average of freshman subjects is the test pre- 
dicting factor of 'bookkeeping success available at the close of the 
freshman year. The correlation of bookkeeping vith freshman 
average is .63. 

2. Subjects that have something in common vith bookkeeping such 
as algebra or commercial arithmetic correlate more highly with book- 
keeping than do subjects like English. 

3. The grade of any single subject of the freshman year is a 
better measure of bookkeeping ability than an intelligence test. 

h.  Intelligence quotient is a better measure of bookkeeping 
ability than is mental age. 

5. Chronological age, for high school ranges, has almost no 
relationship to bookkeeping ability. 

6. Freshman algebra which correlates .59 is the beet single 
subject from which to predict bookkeeping success the following 
year. 

7. To predict success in bookkeeping, freshman average alone 
serves practically ae well as freshman average and mental age com- 
bined. 

8. On the basis of intelligence quotient alone, one cannot 
advise a pupil not to take bookkeeping. 

9. Ey using freshman average alone, the guiding advice of the 
principal can be improved.5 

The Bosenblum Study 

Roeenblum^ conducted an investigation in an attempt to discover 

criteria for selecting pupils for a Junior high school bookkeeping course. 

The investigation, made at East New York High School in 1926, comprised 70 

pupils in the ninth grade. The predictive factors were grades of selected 

subjects taken in the seventh and eighth grades and the intelligence test 

score on the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability. Success in bookkeeping 

5 Ibid., pp.  29-30. 
6 Irving Bosenblum,  "Criteria for the Selection of Pupils for the 

Junior High School Bookkeeping Course,"    Master-s Thesis, School of Educa- 
tion, College of the City of Hew York,  1929-    l&PP. 
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was measured by the score on a Carlson bookkeeping test and by a grade. 

The bookkeeping grade and the grades of the subjects used as predictive 

factors were each averages of the firBt and  second-semester grades. 

Roeenblum concluded that intelligence is of little value as a key to 

the ability to do bookkeeping.    The coefficients of correlation between 

the intelligence test  scoreB and the bookkeeping test scores and grades 

were  .586 and  .129, respectively.    He found greater value in the scores on 

the sub-tests  in analogies,  logical selection,  and arithmetic than in the 

total intelligence test score.    The  scores on these three sub-parts when 

correlated with the bookkeeping test scores produced coefficients of 

correlation of  .555,   .^91, and  ^01> respectively.    He further concluded 

that the  subjects which are of most value in estimating potential book- 

keeping achievement are arithmetic, grammar,  geography, history,  and 

literature.    He baaed this conclusion on the following coefficients of 

correlation between the grades of the predictive subjects and the book- 

keeping test Bcores and grades. 

Arithmetic grade 

Grammar grade 

Geography grade 

History grade 

Literature grade 

Bookkeeping 
test  score 

Bookkeeping 
«rade 

A95 .^95 

.527 .571 

.5^ .578 

.U92 • 599 

,ktk .koi 
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The Tupper Study 

Tupper' completed a study in 1950 which vae an effort to determine 

what tendenciee or influences certain factors have on success in hook- 

keeping. A claeB of 50 students in first-semester hookkeeping at the 

Santa Clara Union High School, Santa Clara, California, was selected for 

this investigation. Success was measured by test scores (Carlson's 

Bookkeeping Tests, Numbers 1, 2, and 3> Series A) and amount of work 

accomplished (36 preliminary examples and a regular full set of single 

proprietorship books). Factors which were regarded as possible influ- 

ences on suocese in bookkeeping were: "intelligence quotient, mental 

age, chronological age, sex, intention of continuing the subject through 

succeeding semesters, speed in amount of work performed, early under- 

standing of the subject matter and theory of bookkeeping, relation of 

early completion of the semester's work to average test results secured 

during the semester, nationality, and respective rankings in the class 

at the completion of the preliminary theory exercises, ae well as ultimate 

rankings in the completion of the semester's set of books. 

Tupper9 found a coefficient of correlation of .66 between the 

averaged bookkeeping test scores and the intelligence quotients, when 

computed by the Pearson product-moment method. Using the rank order 

method, he found the following coefficients of correlation between: 

7 Clyde W. Tupper, "The Influence of Certain Factors Upon Success 
in a Bookkeeping ClLs/ Master's Tbesis, Leland Stanford Junior Univer- 

sity, 1930, pp. 1-3. 

8 IbJl., p. 2. 

9 Ibid., pp. 10-30. 
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Intelligence quotients and ranks of the pupils in 
completing the semester's work .23 

Intelligence quotient distribution and the distribution 
of the ranks of the students completing the prelimi- 
nary and preparatory 36 examples .11 

Intelligence quotients and scores of test 1 .67 

Intelligence quotients and scores of test 2 .63 

Intelligence quotients and scores of test 3 «56 

Distributions of ranks of pupils in completing the 
preliminary 36 examplee and the semester's work 
in its entirety .80 

.71 

.03 

Mental age and averaged test scores 

Chronological age and averaged test scores 

Tupper also found in his study that "the hoys secured a better 

understanding of bookkeeping principles, while the girls outranked the 

boys in industry and ability to secure high rankings in the completion 

of the work to be performed during the first six weeks of the course and 

also during the entire semester's work"; "there is no significant relation 

between the amount of time spent in home study and the test scores 

secured"; "the nationality of either the students or the parents in this 

study can be considered to have but little bearing, if any, upon the 

degree of success achieved by the students in the averaged test scores"; 

"an early understanding of the subject matter encourages further effort 

in the study of and mastery of the subject and tends toward success in 

that subject"; and "there is a decided relation between the amount of 

time taken in performing the work assigned and later success in the 

averaged tests of the entire semester." 

10 aid., pp. 36, 37, *6, 50, 55. 
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The Strauee Study 

Strauss      conducted an investigation to determine the effect of 

arithmetic  achievement and general intelligence on success in bookkeeping. 

The Bowman and Percy bookkeeping test score was used as the measure of 

success in bookkeeping.    The intelligence quotients were obtained from 

the Otis Mental Test,  and the arithmetic scores were derived from the 

New Jersey State Arithmetic Examination.    He concluded that a student's 

success in bookkeeping can be predicted with more than an ordinary degree 

of accuracy from hie intelligence quotient and arithmetic examination 

score.    Strauss based his conclusion on the following coefficients of 

correlation:    bookkeeping test scores with intelligence quotients,   .77; 

bookkeeping test scores with arithmetic test scores,  .51;  uo& bookkeeping 

test scores in multiple correlation with intelligence quotients and arith- 

metic test scores,   .82. 

The 0 'Brien Study 

O'Brien12 made  a study of 191 pupilB In a large senior high school 

to determine the relationship of eight traits and abilities to success 

in first-semester bookkeeping as measured by a bookkeeping test score 

and a bookkeeping grade.    The eight traits were:    reading ability, 

arithmetic ability,  mental ability, perseverance,  accuracy,  initiative, 

neatness,  and industry.    O'Brien measured success in bookkeeping by the 

U Harold V.  Strauss,  "The Effect of ^^*J"5^ £.1., 
Achievement in Arithmetic on Success JJ^>£^Sd 5    O^Br en" 

Thesis, University of Chicago,  1935, P-  *• 

12 vamnn*  T    O'Brien,  "Factors Contributing to Success In Learning 
BookkeepiS/ M^;er'erSsis,  University of Chicago,  1935, PP-  1-13- 
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aoore on the Elwell-Fovlkes Bookkeeping Test, Form 1A,  and the teacher's 

final grade.    The Intelligence quotients vere derived from the Otis Self 

Administering Test of Mental Ability;  the reading scores from the Iova 

Silent Beading Test, Form A;  and the arithmetic scores from Reavis 

and Breslich'e Diagnostic Tests in the Fundamental Operations of Arith- 

metic and  in Problem Solving.    The personality traits of each pupil were 

evaluated by his bookkeeping teacher and rated on a five-point scale. 

O'Brien's1-5 conclusions may be summarized as follows:    Total reading 

comprehension is a major factor in bookkeeping success when measured by 

a bookkeeping test score  (r ■  .593)  but an insignificant factor when 

measured by a bookkeeping grade  (r  =  .056).    Total calculation ability 

is a factor in bookkeeping success when measured by both criteria 

(r ■  .280 and   .2U0).    Mathematical reasoning ability is a major factor 

in bookkeeping success when measured by a test score  (r » .39"0  and not 

an important factor when measured by a grade  (r =  .170).    Total arith- 

metic ability contributes to bookkeeping success when measured by both 

a test score  (r  «  .kok)   and a grade  (r •  .219).    Intelligence is a strong 

factor in bookkeeping success when measured by a bookkeeping test 

(r =  .V72)  and an insignificant factor when measured by a grade  (r =  .109), 

The five personality traits (accuracy,  initiative, neatness,  industry, 

and perseverance)  are strong factors entering into success in learning 

bookkeeping as measured by both a bookkeeping test score and a grade; 

the coefficients of correlation ranged from .U36 to .586. 

15 IMd., pp.  35-98. 
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The MacDonald Study 

Ik MacDonald      made a study of 59 pupils in first-semester bookkeeping 

at a high school  in Owosso, Michigan,  in 1938, to determine the relatiTe 

value of vocabulary scores and arithmetic test scores in predicting 

bookkeeping achievement.    Success in bookkeeping vas measured by the 

Elvell-Fowlkes Bookkeeping Test, 1A.    Vocabulary scores vere obtained 

from the English Vocabulary, Worksample 95, Form AC;  and arithmetic scores 

were obtained from the Schorling-Clark-Potter Arithmetic Test, Forms A 

and B. 

H© found an r of  .31 between bookkeeping test scores and vocabulary 

scores and an r of  ,k6 between bookkeeping test scores and arithmetic 

test scores.    As a result,  he concluded that vocabulary test scores 

are of little value in predicting bookkeeping achievement and that arith- 

metic test scores  are of only slight value. 

The Sexton Study 

Sexton15 made a study at Memorial High School,  Campbell, Ohio, to 

determine the relative value of English,  Junior business training and 

commercial arithmetic for predicting bookkeeping success.    Two groups of 

pupils,  a total of U60, were included in the Investigation.    The  criterion 

of success in bookkeeping was the sum of the first-semester and  second- 

semester grades.     The two semester grades for each subject that was used 

^ Donald D.  MacDonald,  "A Study of the Relative Value of Vocabulary 
Scores and Arithmetical Ability in Predicting Bookkeeping Achievement, with 
an InciSntal Investigation Into Vocabulary^Build }^ £"*-"£ % 
Improvement," Master's Thesis, University of Michigan,  1939, PP-   1 *1* 

15 Harrison T. Sexton,   "A Statistical Study of the Relative Value 
of Grislier Business Training,  *~* VJJSft ?£e    f *" 
Grade English in Predicting Success in Bookkeeping,    Master e Thesis, 
Kent State University, 19^0, pp.  l~kk. 
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as a predictive  factor were added to get one grade for each subject. 

The highest coefficient of correlation found by Seiton vas between book- 

keeping grades  and junior business training grades (r ■  .7U).    From the 

findings of his  study, Sexton reached the following conclusions: 

1. Of the three  subjects, English,  commercial arithmetic,  and 
Junior business training,  Junior business training has the greatest 
value in predicting success  in bookkeeping. 

2. Commercial arithmetic haB a little less value  in predicting 
success in bookkeeping. 

3. English has less value than either Junior business training 
or commercial arithmetic  in predicting success in bookkeeping. 

k.  A student who receives a low grade in both commercial arith- 
metic and  Junior business training should not be permitted to  attempt 
to master bookkeeping. 

5.  A student who receives a low grade in Junior business  train- 
ing should be advised to elect another subject instead of bookkeeping 
unless the  low grade can be accounted for in such a way as to make 
success in bookkeeping seem likely in spite of it. 

The Stutsman Study 

Stutsman1'7 made  an investigation to determine the value of the 

following factors for predicting success  in first-semester bookkeeping: 

intelligence quotient obtained from the Harmon-Nelson Mental Ability 

Test,  selected ninth and tenth-grade subjects,  and ninth-grade average. 

He also found the value of the first-semester bookkeeping grade for 

predicting success in second-semester bookkeeping,  and the first-year 

bookkeeping grade for predicting success  in second-year bookkeeping. 

The locale of the study was East High School,  Columbus, Ohio. 

16 Ibid.,  p. ^5. 

IT Galen A. Stutsman,  "A Study of Some Bases for I»V»-i» £*><*• 
keeping," Master's Thesis, The Ohio State University, 1<*7, PP.  1 *9- 
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Stuteman found the following ooefficiente of correlation 'between 

the bookkeeping grades  and the grades in the predictive subjects  and 

intelligence quotients: 

Intelligence quotient and first-semester bookkeeping .358 

Ninth-grade average  and first-semester bookkeeping .636 

Junior business training and first-semester bookkeeping      .U23 

Business arithmetic and first-semester bookkeeping .^35 

Ninth-grade English and first-semester bookkeeping 

Tenth-grade English and first-semester bookkeeping 

Tenth-grade history and first-semester bookkeeping 

Attendance  and first-semester bookkeeping 

• 500 

.700 

.508 

.260 

First-semester bookkeeping and  second-semester 
bookkeeping 

First-year bookkeeping and second-year bookkeeping 

.55* 

.760 

No two of the studies reviewed in this chapter used the same criteria 

of success with the  same predictive factors; therefore, no attempt has 

been made here to compare the findings of the related studies.    However, 

the elements of the preceding studies that have a close similarity to 

the factors in the present study are compared and contrasted in the 

latter part of Chapter III. 
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CHAPTER  III 

FINDINGS 

The purpose of this  study is to determine whether or not the  success 

of pupils in first-year "bookkeeping can he predicted from their intelli- 

gence quotients ohtained from the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test and 

from their scores on the Tiege and Clark Achievement Test or on any of 

its parts.    Based on the philosophy that no one factor should be used as 

a determinant of success in bookkeeping because a number of variables 

influence a pupil's achievement in the subject, this study also attempts 

to determine if a combination of these tvo predictive factors can be used 

to foretell a pupil's achievement in first-year bookkeeping. 

Furthermore,  this study uses two measures of achievement in book- 

keeping:    scores on the South-Western Publishing Company Bookkeeping 

Examination and bookkeeping final grades.    The bookkeeping examination 

score,   a more objective measure,  is not as commonly obtainable as the 

grade;  on the other hand,  the grade, while readily available, may be 

less reliable because it is partially subjective. 

The following coefficients of correlation between the two measures 

of success indicate that the two criteria measure practically the  same 

thing. 

Bookkeeping I examination scores and Bookkeeping I grades .   .  . #» 

Bookkeeping II examination scores and Bookkeeping II grades  .   . .73* 

This high relationship between the bookkeeping examination scores  and 

the bookkeeping grades is partly due to the fact that the examination 
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score ie a component of the grade.    The examination score  ie one of 

the four equally weighted parts used to determine the final  grade. 

To find the relationships between the predictive factors and the 

two measures of  success,  an analysis was made of the data taken from 

the high school records of 63 pupils who enrolled or completed one year 

of bookkeeping during the academic year 191*9-1950.    These 63 cases make 

up the original  study.    To verify the findings of this original study, 

similar data were obtained and analyzed for 56 pupils who took bookkeep- 

ing during the first semester of the academic year 1950-1951.    These 56 

caeeB comprise the check-up study. 

Using ungrouped data,  the coefficients of correlation were obtained 

between each predictive factor and each measure of success,  and multiple 

correlations were made between the two predictive factors on the one hand 

and each measure of success on the other.    This chapter presents the 

analysis and interpretation of the coefficients of correlation for the 

original study and the check-up study and makes comparisons between them. 

The latter part of the chapter compares and contraste the findings of this 

study with the  findings of the research studies that are reviewed in 

Chapter II. 

The Original Study 

The coefficients of correlation between the two predictive factors, 

the Tiegs and Clark Achievement Test scores and the Kuhlmann-Anderson 

Intelligence Test quotients,  and the two measures of success in book- 

keeping,  the South-Western Publishing Company Bookkeeping Examination 

scores and the bookkeeping grades,  are  shown in Table I. 
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TABLE I 

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN TWO PREDICTIVE FACTORS 
AND TWO MEASURES OF SUCCESS IN FIRST-YEAR BOOKKEEPING 

FOR   63 PUPILS IN A SELECTED HIGH SCHOOL 

Predictive Factor 

Measure of Success 
in Bookkeeping 

First Semester    Second Semeeter 
Exam 
Score Grade 

Exam 
Score Grade 

Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Quotient    .567 .566 .38* .382 

Tiege and Clark Achievement Test 
(Total Score) 

Part I  (Reading Vocabulary) 

Part II  (Reading Comprehension) 

Total Parts I  and II 

Part III  (Mathematical Reasoning) 

Part IV (Mathematical Fundamentals) 

Total Parts III  and IV 

Part V (Language) 

.5UU .627 A39 .kk-j 

A66 .1*9 .293* .332 

.kjk .1*86 .369 .383 

.500 A97 .350 .388 

.520 .563 .373 .378 

.kok ,k06 .31** .312 

.517 .526 .383 .U02 

.3^7 .383 .330 .3*5 

*Theee three figures reach the 5 per cent level of significance;  all 
others reach the 1 per cent level of significance. 
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When the  coefficients of correlation in Table I are tested against 

the null hypothesis with M  - 2 degrees of freedom,  all except three reach 

the 1 per cent level of significance.    These three, vhich are Achieve- 

ment Test, Part I,  with second-semester "bookkeeping examination score; 

Achievement Test, Part IV, with second-semester bookkeeping examination 

score;  and Achievement Test,  Part IV, with second-semester bookkeeping 

grade, reach the  5 per cent level of significance. 

Intelligence (Juotients and Total Achievement Test Scores 

In all cases the relationship is higher between intelligence quotients 

and first-semester criteria of  success than between intelligence quotients 

and  second-semester criteria of success.    The coefficients of correlation 

between the intelligence quotients and first-semester bookkeeping exami- 

nation scores and bookkeeping grades are  .567 and  .566 respectively; 

between intelligence quotients and  second-semester bookkeeping exami- 

nation scores and bookkeeping grades are  .384 and  .382 respectively. 

With the exception of one case,  first-semester bookkeeping exami- 

nation scores and intelligence quotients,  the coefficients of correlation 

are higher when ueing the total scores of the Tiege and Clark Achievement 

Test than when ueing the Kuhlmann-Anderson intelligence quotients. 

The relationships of the Tiegs and Clark Achievement Test scores 

(both total scores and scores for the five major parts)   are higher when 

correlated with the first-semester bookkeeping examination scores and 

bookkeeping grades than when correlated with the  second-semester book- 

keeping examination scores and bookkeeping grades.     An analysis of Table I 

which lists the obtained coefficients of correlation between the predictive 

factors  and the two measures of success reveals a consistency of higher 

relationships for first semester than for  second semester. 
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Further examination of the coefficients of correlation listed in 

Table I shove that the total score on the achievement test when corre- 

lated with the two measures of success in bookkeeping is a "better pre- 

dictive factor than any of the parts. No one individual part or total 

of two related parts reaches the figures obtained when using the total 

score. 

Single Parts and Totals of Related Parts of Achievement Test 

Parts I and II of the achievement test pertain to reading ability; 

Part I is Beading Vocabulary and Part II  is Reading Comprehension.    The 

coefficients of correlation when using the scores of Part II are higher 

for first-semester grade,  second-semester examination score,  and second- 

semester grade than the coefficient of correlation when using the  scores 

of Part I.    For first-semester examination score,  the coefficient of 

correlation is only slightly higher when using the Part I than when 

using the Part II.    The totals of Parts I and II are better in three of 

the four correlations  (first-semester examination score,  first-semester 

grade,  and  second-semester grade)  and almost as good  in one correlation 

(second-semester examination score)  for prediction of success in book- 

keeping as Part I or Part II when used separately. 

Parts III and IV are Mathematical Reasoning and Mathematical Funda- 

mentals,  respectively.    When the scores on these two parts are correlated 

with the two criteria of success in bookkeeping,  the Mathematical Reason- 

ing coefficients of correlation are higher for both semesters than those 

with Mathematical Fundamentals.    For first-semester predictive value,  the 

total of Parts III and IV is not quite as good as Part III when used 

separately; but for  second-semester predictive value,  the total of Parts III 

and IV is  slightly better than either of the two parts used separately. 
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Part V, Language,  of the achievement teet proves to have less 

value than the other four parts of the achievement test for predicting 

success in first-semester bookkeeping as measured by either criteria. 

This part,  in common with the other four parts, has somewhat less predic- 

tive value for second  semester bookkeeping than for first-semester book- 

keeping.    On the other hand,  the language part is slightly higher than 

the mathematical fundamentals part and the reading vocabulary part when 

correlated with the  second-semester measures of  success.    With the 

exception of the parts Just mentioned, the  other parts of the achieve- 

KBQt test, then would serve as better predictive factors than the  language 

part. 

To  summarize  the findings up to this point,   it is apparent that the 

total score on the achievement test when correlated with the two measures 

of success in bookkeeping is a better predictive  factor than any one of 

the parts or the  total of two related parts. 

Combinations of Unrelated Parts of Achievement Test 

In an effort to determine the beet possible  combination for predic- 

tive purposes,  a review of Table I was made to find the two single parts 

which produced the highest coefficients of correlation.    When comparisons 

are made of all  the parts taken separately, Reading Comprehension  (Part II) 

and Mathematical Reasoning (Part III), with one exception,  establish 

themselves as being more related to success in bookkeeping than the other 

three parts:    Reading Vocabulary, Mathematical Fundamentals,  and Language. 

The scores of the two parts, Reading Comprehension and Mathematical 

Reasoning, when added, produce the following coefficients of correlation 

with the two measures of success in bookkeeping. 

s: 
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First Semester Second Semester 
Exam Score    Grade        Exam Score      Grade 

Total Parts II and III .523 ."+78 .klM .391 

All except one of these,  first-semester grade,  exceeds the respective 

coefficients of correlation of either of the parts vhen used separately. 

A further comparison of these coefficients of correlation with the coeffi- 

cients of correlation when using the total achievement test scores 

(Table I) reveals that the total achievement test score, without an 

exception,  is a better predictive factor than the total of these two 

parts. 

Since the coefficients of correlation for Part V, Language, were 

lower  in aUnost all cases than the other four parts, Reading Vocabulary, 

Reading Comprehension, Mathematical Reasoning,  and Mathematical Funda- 

mentals,  a set of correlations was made eliminating Part V.    The results 

of these correlations are as follows: 

First Semester               Second Semester 
K-rmm Score    Grade        Exam Score Grade 

Total Parts I,  II> 
III, IV .515 A77 .5*3 -626 

For first semester,  these fall below Part III  and the total of Parts 

III and IV for both criteria and below Part II  and the total of Parts I 

and II for the grade.    For  second  semester,  they exceed any of the sepa- 

rate parts or other combinations used.    A comparison of these coefficients 

of correlation with those obtained when using the total achievement test 

of its parts for predicting success in first-semester booking as 

*~« ^dlctins success in second-semester book- 
measured by both criteria.    For predicting sues 

«*. iR better than the total achievement 
keeping,  the total of these four parts ie better xnan 

test score. 
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Inasmuch as additional effort would be required to segregate these 

four parts,  it seemed desirable to know whether the results were signifi- 

cantly better or if the differences might have occurred through chance. 

A test developed by both Cochran and Hotelling was used to determine the 

significance of the difference between the correlated coefficients of 

correlation of  second-semester bookkeeping examination scores with the 

totals of Parts I,  II, III,  and IV and with the total achievement test 

scores.*    The r when using the totals of the four parts  (.5^5)  exceeds 

the r when using the total achievement test scores (.14-39) by an amount 

that is significant slightly below the 5 per cent level (£ ■ 1.93).    This 

same test was used to determine the significance of the difference between 

the r of second-semester bookkeeping grades with Parts I,  II, III,  and IV 

(.626)  and with the total achievement test scores (Ml).    The difference 

produced a £ of 3.73 which is significant well beyond the 1 per cent 

level. 

To summarize the correlations of the achievement test scores and all 

of its parts with the criteria,   it appears that the total achievement 

test score is the best predictive factor for first-semester bookkeeping 

success  as measured by both a bookkeeping examination score and a book- 

keeping grade.    The total of Parts I,  II,  HI,  and IV is the best predic- 

tive factor for  eecond-BemeBter bookkeeping success as measured by both 

criteria. 

* E. F. Linguist, Siatistic^ Ana^is in Optional Research, 
(New York:    Houghton Mifflin Company,  19W), P-  ««»• 
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Combination of Intelligence Quotients 
and Achievement Test Total Scores 

Although the coefficients of correlation between the scores on the 

achievement test and each of the two measures of success in bookkeeping 

were significant at the 1 per cent level and fairly high, they are 

scarcely high enough to be used with confidence for predicting success 

of individual pupils.  It seemed desirable, therefore, to see if an 

improvement on the achievement test scores could be made by combining 

them through the multiple correlation technique with the intelligence 

quotients. The inter correlation between the achievement test scores and 

the intelligence quotients was .695 which indicated more overlapping 

between the predictive factors than existed between either of them and 

either of the measures of success. It could not be expected then that 

the combination would greatly improve on the basic zero-order correla- 

tions. However, multiple coefficients of correlation were obtained 

between the two predictive factors on the one hand and each of the two 

measures of success in bookkeeping on the other. The results of the 

multiple correlations for both semestere are set forth below. The zero- 

order coefficients of correlation are also shown for easy comparison with 

the multiple coefficients of correlation. 

First Semester 
Brain Score Grade 

Second Semester 
KYftni Score  Grade 

Intelligence Quotient 

Achievement Test 
Total Score 

Intelligence Quotient 
and Achievement Test 
Total Score 

.567 

.609 

.566 

.627 

.655 

.581* 

.1*39 

.1*53 

.582 

.1*7 

.1*56 
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A comparison of these coefficients with the intercorrelation 

coefficient  (.695) reveals that the two predictive factors come nearer 

to measuring the same  thing than either of them or "both of them in 

combination come to predicting success in bookkeeping.    For first semester, 

however,  the multiple coefficients  are higher than either of the basic 

coefficients or the coefficients obtained when using any part or combi- 

nation of parts of the achievement test.    For  second semester, the 

nultiple coefficients, while higher than either of the basic coefficients, 

are not as high as those obtained when using the total scores of Parts I, 

II    III,  and IV of the achievement test  (.5^5 and .626). 

Even with the  improvement in predictive value gained by the multiple 

correlations for first semester and by the combination of Parts I,  II, 

III,  and IV of the  achievement test for  second  semester,  the coefficients 

of correlation were not considered high enough to warrant working out 

prediction equations  to be need in the  individual selection of pupils 

for bookkeeping. 

First-semester Criteria of Success 
With Second-semester Criteria 

Correlation. mm, b.t»..» flr.t-.—.t.r booltoeping «<«ln.tlon 

.cor.. -d ...ond-.—.t- nooB-pl*! —-nation .-re. and ft—n 

nr.t-.-rt- ooott-ploo iT— - —*—— »•<»-""« **■ 

produced ccnfflclont. of .6,6 and .757, r.ep.ctl,.!,.    Tn..e - M*- 

am the co.fflol.nt. —.en «- **" - *-" '< B' »»• "* " * 

tte sener.1 a.M-«nt to.t - —*-—«- "-"»»» »—tt" 

8«or.. and ooo^pln, «r-« C*5 - •*«•    «^"' «* Pr'dlCtln8 

.ucc... in ..co»d-.-.t.r tooto.plns -« . .tod, of - coor.e - 

t,^, tn. flret-.-eter ^epln* T- » - ™ f°"~ " f~d 

i 
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in this Btudy.    For predicting success in second-semester bookkeeping 

before a study of the course is begun,  however, the total of Parts I, II, 

III, and IV is the beet factor. 

The check-up Study 

A revlev of the  coefficients of correlation found in the original 

investigation of the present study revealed that first semester coeffi- 

cients were consistently fairly high and much higher than those of second 

semester.    Only when using one combination of parts of the achievement 

test did the coefficients for second semester compare favorably with those 

of first semester.    Furthermore,  in the original study,  it was found that 

the first-semester bookkeeping grade,  although a somewhat less desirable 

factor than the achievement test score because a portion of the course 

must be taken before the final outcome can be predicted, was the best 

factor for predicting success in second-semester bookkeeping.    Consequently, 

it seemed highly desirable to verify the findings of the first semester 

of the original study by testing the same predictive factors against the 

same criteria with another group of pupils.    This was done through a 

check-up study which involved 56 pupils who took bookkeeping during the 

first-semester of the  academic year 1950-1951, the year immediately follow- 

ing that of the original study. 

The coefficients of correction hetveen the t.o predictive fector. 

<«. Knhlannn-Anderson Iot.Uig.no. Test cuotlente en* the Hw =nd 

Clerh Achl.,e^t Te.t scores) end the t.o measures of .access in hooh- 

.eepins (the South-Western Ashing 0-.-. Boohheeplng ^netion 

score, ana the hooding grade.) for these >6 oeses ..re — in Tahi. H. 
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TABLE II 

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN TWO PREDICTIVE FACTORS 
AND TWO MEASURES OF SUCCESS IN FIRST SEMESTER BOOKKEEPING 

FOR  56 PUPILS IN  A SELECTED HIGH SCHOOL 

n'52 

Predictive Factor 

Measure of Success 
in 

Bookkeeping 
Exam 
Score Grade 

Kuhlmann-AnderBon Intelligence Quotient .1*95 

Tiegs and Clark Achievement Test 
(Total Score) .5^ 

Part I  (Reading Vocabulary) .192 

Part II  (Reading Comprehension) .^7 

Total Parts I  and II .*2l» 

Part III  (Mathematical Reasoning) .5*0 

Part IV (Mathematical Fundamentals) .5*0 

Total Parts III and IV .561 

Part V (Language) '**& 

.U78 

.573 

.227* 

.3*1 

.308 

• *73 

.500 

.*8* 

.57* 

*These two figures do not reach the 5 per cent level of significance; 
all others reach the 1 per cent level of significance. 
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All the coefficients of correlation in Table II except Part I of 

the achievement teat and the tvo measures of success in bookkeeping reach 

the 1 par cent level of significance.    These two,  hovever,  do not even 

reach the 5 per cent level of significance. 

Intelligence Quotients and Total Achievement Test Scores 

As in the  first-semester of the original study, the coefficients of 

correlation are higher when the two measures of success are correlated 

vith the achievement test total scores than when correlated with the 

Intelligence quotients. 

When correlated with the two measures of success in bookkeeping,  the 

total achievement test score, with two exceptions,  ie hetter than any 

single part or total of two related parts.    These two exceptions, Total 

Parts III and IV with examination scores  (r -  .56l)  and Part V with 

grades  (r *  .57*),  are only slightly higher than the comparable coeffi- 

cients of correlation when using the total achievement test scores (.5* 

and .573, respectively).    This finding tends to substantiate that of the 

original study in which the total achievement test score was better than 

any part or total of two related parts for predicting success in first- 

semester "bookkeeping. 

Single Parts and Totale of Belated Parts 
of Achievement Test 

n. coefficient of correlation Mt-een th. conMMd -ore. of Part. 

I-n-» MolMepin. .xMi-tion ecoree to -U*W «*- «- 

** n «Mo used eeperete* on* — «*- °~ ~* ' ** "* "^ 

rate*     Hoverer, .Mo tM octineC .core, of « . - «- — °~* 

.it. tM ^... tM reeuitin* coefficient of correction U.. Mfeen tMe. 
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obtained from Part I and Part II separately. AB in the original study, 

the coefficients of correlation when using the combined scores of Parts 

T and II are not as high as when using the total achievement test scores. 

When the scores of the two parts of the achievement test that 

pertain to mathematics, Parts III and IV, were correlated with the hook- 

keeping examination scores,  the sum of the two parts produced a higher 

coefficient of correlation than either part used separately.     On the other 

hand, when the sum of the two parts was correlated with the bookkeeping 

grades, the coefficient of correlation was higher than Part III used 

separately hut not as high as Part IV used separately.    In the original 

study, the total achievement test score was tetter than the total of 

Parts III and IV for predicting success in first-semester bookkeeping 

as measured hy either criteria;  in the check-up study, however,  the 

total achievement test score is tetter for predicting success as measured 

by the grade, hut not as good as the  sum of Parts III and IV for predicting 

success as measured hy the examination score. 

Tne outstanding difference hetween the original study and the check- 

up study is the high coefficients of correlation obtained in the check- 

up study when Part V, Language,  was correlated with the two measures of 

success.    Part V produced higher coefficients of correlation than any 

other single part or total of two related parts, with the exception of the 

mathematical parts correlated with the examination scores.    In the original 

study, the coefficients of correlation when using Part V proved to have 

iess value than the other four parts for predicting success as measured 

* either criteria.    Because of the findings of the check-up study, how- 

predicting success in firet-semester hookkeeping.    » « —«• ~» 
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on the other band,  the total  achievement test score is better than 

Part V for predicting success as measured by the examination score and 

eTjnoet ae good as Part V for predicting success as measured by the 

prade.    It will be recalled that the total achievement test score had 

a distinct advantage over Part V in the original study. 

Combinations of Unrelated Parts of Achievement Test 

In the original study an effort was made to find the best possible 

combination of Parts of the  achievement test for predicting success in 

bookkeeping.     The  same combinations were correlated with the two measures 

of success in the check-up study and the results are as follows: 

Sxam Score Grade 

Total Parts II and III -5^ ,*5* 

Total Parts I, II, HI, and IV .536 .^6 

The coefficients of correlation when using the total of Parts II 

and III exceed the  coefficients of correlation when using Part II sepa- 

rately for both criteria.    Part III used separately, however, produced 

the same coefficient of correlation as the total of Parts II and III 

with the bookkeeping examination scores and a higher coefficient of 

correlation than the total of Parts II  and III with the grades.    The 

coefficients of correlation when using the total of Parts I, II, HI, 

and IV exceed the results when using the separate parts and related 

combinations with the following exceptions:    Part III, Part IV, and 

total Parts III and IV with the examination score,  and Part IV and Part 

V vith the grade.     Neither the combination of the two parts or the four 

parts Just tested,  however, produced as high a coefficient of correlation 

vith either criteria as the total achievement test score. 
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The  summary of the findings of the check-up study in regard to the 

achievement test and all its parts is as follows:    The total achievement 

test score, vith tvo exceptions,  is better than any single part or combi- 

nation of parts for predicting success in first-semester bookkeeping as 

measured by either the examination score or the grade.    The difference by 

which the two coefficients of correlation when using the scores of the 

parts exceed the coefficients of correlation when using the total achieve- 

aent test scores  is  insignificant.    Therefore, the findings of the check- 

up study thus far verify the findings of the original study in that the 

total achievement test score  is as good as or better than any single part 

or any combination of parts for predicting success in first-semester book- 

keeping. 

Combination of Intelligence Quotients 
and Achievement Test Total Scores 

In the original study,  the  combined predictive value of the intelli- 

gence quotient and  the total achievement test score was determined by the 

use of multiple correlations.    Likewise,   in the check-up study, multiple 

coefficients of correlation were  secured between the two predictive 

factors on the one hand and each of the measures of success on the other. 

KVen though an interrelation of  .6* indicated much overlapping between 

the two predictive  factors and little expectation of improvement from com- 

bining them, multiple correlations were made.    It will be seen in the 

listing on the -xt pege that the multiple coefficients of correlation 

of .581 and  .595 with examination scores and grades, respectively, offer 

little improvement  over the basic coefficients of correlations.    Also, 

the, are somewhat lower than those found in the original study. 
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Intelligence Quotient 

Achievement Test Total Score 

Intelligence  Quotient and Achievement 
Test Total Score 

Slam Score        Grade 

.^95 .hlB 

• 5W .573 

.581 .595 

Ac in the original  study,  it appeare that the two predictive factors 

come nearer to measuring the same thing than they come to predicting 

success in first-semester "bookkeeping.    Also,  in agreement with the find- 

ings of the original study,  the multiple coefficients of correlation 

are higher than either  of the basic  coefficients or the coefficients 

obtained from any part or combination of parts of the achievement test, 

but not high enough to Justify working out prediction equations. 

Comparison fif Present Study with Other Studies 

In Chapter II a review was given of research studies which have 

been made to find relationships between various predictive factors and 

various measuree of success in bookkeeping.    The following presentation 

compares the  findings of those studies with the findings of the present 

study.    It should he remembered that no other  study used the identical 

criteria of success coupled with the  identical predictive factors as those 

used in the present study.    All studies used either a grade or a test 

score or both as  the criteria of success.    None, however,  used the same 

bookkeeping test as the present investigation and none,  insofar as is 

known, used the  same factors for determining the grade.    Several studies 

used intelligence quotients and achievement test scoree for predictive 

factors but none used the Kuhlmann-Mdereon Intelligence Test and the Tiegs 

and Clark Achievement Test which were used in this investigation. 
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Intelligence Quotients and the 
Criteria of Success in Bookkeeping 

The coefficients of correlation hetween intelligence quotients and 

first-semester bookkeeping examination scoreB are  .567 and  .^95,  respec- 

tively, for the original and check-up investigations; hetween intelligence 

quotients and first-semester hookkeeping grades are  .566 and  .U78 for the 

original and check-up  investigations.    Stutsman1 reported an r of  .358 

between intelligence quotients and first-semester hookkeeping grades, 

which is lower than the comparable figures of this study.    O'Brien    found 

coefficients of  A72 and  .109 hetween intelligence quotients and book- 

keeping test scores and grades,  respectively, which are lower than those 

of this study.     Stedman? reported an r of  .6h8 between intelligence 

quotients and bookkeeping test scores and an r of  .557 between intelli- 

gence quotients and grades.    His coefficient of correlation when using the 

test scores is higher than the comparable figures of this study; when 

using the grade,  however,  his coefficient is slightly lower than that of 

the original study hut higher than that of the check-up study.    Tupped 

found an r of  .66 between intelligence quotients and test scores which 

exceeds those found in either investigation of the present study. 

1 Galen Stutsman,  "A Study of Some Bases for Prognosis in Bookkeeping/ 
Master's Thesis, Ohio State University,  19*7, P-  ±°- 

* Raymond Joseph O'Brien,  factors Contributing to Recess in learning 
Bookkeeping," Master's Thesis, University of Chicago, 1955, P- 

3 Melissa Branson Stedman,  "Factors ^^J^ g^W 
Bookkeeping," Journal of Applied Psychologi, XIV (February, 

» Clyde W.  Tupper"The Influence o^tain^ctors ^upon Success £ 

a Bookkeeping Class,"    Master's Thesis,  wiana 
1930, p. 10. 
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The coefficients of correlation between intelligence quotients and 

second-semester examination scores and grades are  .38k and .582 in this 

tidv     Rosenblum^ found an r of  .386 between intelligence quotients and 

bookkeeping test scores and an r of  .129 between intelligence quotients 

and grades.     In the first case, Rosenblum's coefficient is almost the 

same as that of the present study; but,  in the  second case,  it falls below 

that of the present  study.    Nelson6 obtained an r of M between intelli- 

gence quotients and grades which slightly exceeds the r of  .582 of this 

study.    Strauss7 reported an r of  .77 between intelligence quotients and 

bookkeeping test scores which is much higher than the r of  .38U of the 

present investigation and the highest in any study reviewed. 

For first semester, when bookkeeping examination scores are used 

as the criterion of success,  the coefficients of both investigations of 

tha present study are lower in two cases and higher in one case than the 

coefficients of the related  studies.    Vhen grades are used as the criterion, 

the coefficients  of the two investigations of the present study are higher 

ta two cases.    In a third case the coefficient of the related study lies 

between that of the present original study and that of the present check- 

up study. 

5 xrving Hosenblum,  "Criteria ^*g^^£ ^/J^"^ 
Junior High School Bookkeeping Course,    Master s 
City of New York,  1929, P-  l6' 

* Chester H.  Nelson,  "A Study ^^^^T^ " ^ ^ 
School," Master's Thesis,  Columbia University, 

7 Harold Welter Strauss,"^ ^-%^^t^SX^^ 
Achievement in Arithmetic on Success in ^ookkeep^g,^ ^ ^ p#  ^ 

Rutgers University,  1930, pp.  >U-*Ti  citea Dy 
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For second  semester, when bookkeeping examination acoreB are used 

the criterion,  the coefficient of one of the related studies Is much 

Higher than that of the present study and the coefficient of another 

related study Is almost the same as that of the present study.    When 

grades are used as the criterion,  the coefficient of the present study is 

Higher in one case and slightly lower in another case. 

Reading Ability Scores and the 
Criteria of Success in Bookkeeping 

Two authors of research  studies attempted to find some phase of 

reading anility that would serve as a predictive factor for success in 

bookkeeping.    O'Bri^ found  coefficients of correlation of .393 and .056 

.etveen reading comprehension scores and first-semester bookkeeping test 

scores and grades.    These are lower than the comparable figures in both 

the original and check-up investigations of the present study.    MacDonald 

reported an r of  .31 between vocabulary scores and first-setter book- 

«.      +v,„ - of    192 of the check-up investigation, 
investigation and higher than the r of .19* 

Mathematical Ability Scores and the 
Criteria of Success in Bookkeeping 

Five authors of the research studies reviewed b, the writers made 

„ to find predictive value in some phase of mathematics.    O'Brien 

8 O'Brien,  op.  cit., p.  35* ° O'Brien,  op. fill., p*  J-" 

9 iwu D.  MacDonald,  "A ^«££££2^£^%™ 
Scores and Arithmetical *""* ^^^ulldii* "* V^S an Incidental Investigation into Vocabulary # ^9, P- 20' 
Improvement," Master's Thesis, University 

10 O'Brien, SB.,  cit., PP-  67"68' 
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found that total calculation ability scores when correlated with first- 

eemsster bookkeeping test scores and grades produced coefficients of 

correlation of  .280 and  .2U0 respectively;  that arithmetical reasoning 

ability scores correlated with the two measures of success produced 

coefficients of  .591* and  .170;   and that total arithmetical ability scores 

co-related with the two measures of success produced coefficients of  .kok 

and .219.     In all cases,  the above figures fall below comparable figures 

of both investigations of the present study.    MacDonald11 reported an r of 

M between arithmetic ability  scores and first-semester bookkeeping test 

ecores, which is not as high as the parallel figures of the present study. 

Stedman12 found an r of  .628 between arithmetic fundamental scoreB and 

first-semester bookkeeping grades which exceeds the comparable coefficients 

of both parts of this study. 

Rosenblum1^ found coefficients of correlation of  .1*95 and .1*95 

respectively between arithmetic test ecores on the one hand and second- 

semester bookkeeping test ecores and grades on the other.    These exceed 

the coefficients of correlation of  .385 and  .U02 of the present investi- 

gation.    Strauss1* reported an r of .51 hetween arithmetic test scores and 

second-semester bookkeeping test scores which exceeds the comparable 

figure of the present  investigation. 

For first semester,  the findings of the present study show a clear 

superiority over the reviewed  studies in that seven of the eight coefficients 

11 

12 

MacDonald,  op.,   cit., p.  21. 

Stedman,  op.,  cit., p.   77* 

x5 Roeenblum,  op.,   cit., p.  16. 

Ik o* „«*      r,    1H-U7, cited by O'Brien,  op.  cit., p. *. iH Strauss, fip_.  cit.» P-  *x **'> 
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that pertain to any phase  of mathematical ability are higher than those 

of the related  studies.     In only one case,  between arithmetic fundamentals 

and first-semester bookkeeping grades,  did the coefficient of the reviewed 

study exceed those of the present  study.    For second semester, however, 

in all three cases,  the  coefficients of correlation of the other studies 

exceed those of the present investigation. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY,   CONCLUSIONS,  AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Jan '52 

The purpose of this  study was to determine whether or not the 

success of pupils  in first-year bookkeeping can he predicted from their 

intelligence quotients and their scores on a general achievement test 

or on any of its parts. 

This study oonsisted of two investigations made at Senior High 

School, Greensboro, North Carolina.    The first or original investigation 

vae concerned with 65 pupils in two classes of first-year bookkeeping 

during the academic year 19*9-1950.    The second or check-up investigation 

vae concerned with % pupils in two classes of first-semester bookkeeping 

during the academic year  1950-1951.    The check-up investigation was made 

to verify the findings of the first-semester of the original study because 

the first-semester coefficients of correlation were consistently fairly 

high and much higher the* those for the second semester.    Also, the first- 

setter grade was found to be the best factor for predicting second- 

semester success. 

Th. t.o criteri. of sncceee * I-*-** — » ">*»*»* °^' 

M«on .core and . hoohheeplng fr- « «- - of ™ ""°°W-   ™ 

doping .^nation score, .ere ohtained *. the Sooth-Vee«m «*"*■ 

* Oo,^ Booking Er-inatione »«•  * - *" 8 «"" * " "" ^ 

tts first end second se»eetere.    ~ —"» ■"•" ^ °Ma""4 * 
.~i the scores on too corresponding 

ura-eglng the three elx-veek grades end the score 

keeping exe.dn.tion, vhich «. used es the ss-.ter elation.    The 

.redicti,. fetor, .ere the inteiiigence quotient ohteined fro. th. 
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KulOaann-Anderson Intelligence Teet and the total score on the Tlegs and 

Clark Progressive Achievement Test and Bcoree on its parts and combi- 

nations of parts. 

Using ungrouped data,  correlations were made for both semepters of 

the original study and the one semester of the check-up study between 

(1) intelligence quotients and both measures of sucoees,     (2)  achievement 

teet total scores and hoth measures of success,   (3)  scores on each of the 

five sub-parts of the achievement test and both measures of  success, 

(l) two combinations of  scores on related parts of the achievement test 

aad both measures of success,  and  (5)  two combinations of scores on unre- 

lated parts of the  achievement test and both measures of  success.    In 

addition to the above-listed zero-order correlations, multiple correlations 

vere made between the two major predictive factors (the intelligence 

quotients and the  achievement test total scores)  on the one hand and 

each measure of success on the other. 

*. acnie,e»ent f« total .cores ..en correlated «« fir*-—*- 

***** exertion -ore. product efficient, of correlation of 

.,» end .5*. in the original and to. chec*-up .tody, r.ep.ctuel,; to. 

e8M score, .nen correlated .!«, to. IMM *— produced coeffi- 

t.„t. of .6*7 end .573, reepectlve*.    Tne.e coefficient, are nig- *- 

* coefficient, obtained .nen t„e «. keeping ex-nation .core, and 

„-.. .ere correlated .It, to. Intelligence ,uotle»t. except in one caee, 

*. coefficient of .567 tet.een Intelligence ,uotlente - tooling 

elation .core. 1. tne origin .tnd,.    Moreover, t„e 

iM1 .oore e.taoli.>.d iteelf - teing a -tter predict!., factor t>en 

,      *rte or the score on any combination 
the score on any of the five single parts or 

t test      in both investigations, however, the 
of parts of the achievement test.    in 
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. le coefficients of correlation between tbe tvo major predictive 

.        ^,1 -both measures of first-semester ■bookkeeping success were 

hieher than any of tbe zero-order coefficients.    These two predictive 

factors in multiple correlation with the bookkeeping examination scores 

produced coefficients of .609 and -581 *» the original and check-up study, 

respectively; in multiple correlation with the bookkeeping grades, they 

produced coefficients of .655 and .595, respectively. 

The factors listed above produced lower coefficients of correlation 

ritt the second-semester criteria of success than with tbe first-semester 

criteria, but the  second-semester findings were in general agreement with 

thoee of the first  semester in that the relative  strengths of the relation- 

ships were the same with one exception.    The sum of the scores of Parts 

I, II, HI,  and IV of the achievement test when correlated with the book- 

ing examination scores and the grades produced coefficients of corre- 

lation of  .5*5 and  .626, respectively.    These exceed the zero-order coeffi- 

cients obtained when using the total achievement test scores <.H» and  .*7> 

or the multiple coefficients when using the achievement test total scores 

am the intelligence quotients (>55 and .1*56). 

in the original study,  correlations made between the first-semester 

criteria and the  second-semester criteria revealed that the first-semester 

seeping grade is the best predictive factor for t.e second semester 

^keeping erade  (£ -  .757).    This,  however,  is a somevhat less usable 

factor than the  sum of Parts I,  II, I*,  - * « * """-* ** 

can be predicted. 
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ombined through the multiple correlation technique vith the intelli- 

ouotient ie the heat factor.    For predicting success in second- 

ster bookkeeping hefore a study of the course ie begun, the sum of Parts 

II   III,  and IV of the  achievement test is the test factor.    For predict- 

ing second-semester success after a study of the course is begun, the 

first-semester bookkeeping grade is the beet factor. 

Even though the relationships betveen the best factors and the 

criteria of success were fairly high and significant veil beyond the 1 per 

cent level,  the obtained coefficients were not considered high enough to 

justify working out prediction equations to be ueed in the selection of 

dividual pupils for a course  in bookkeeping.    Inasmuch as these factors 

m » considered only as indicators of the ability to learn bookkeeping, 

hwever,  it is not to be  interpreted that they have no value for guiding 

students in the  selection of bookkeeping.    In view of these high positive 

relationships,   it is  suggested that these factors when used vith supporting 

evidence that the  student possesses other required traits besides ability 

to learn may be an effective basis for prognosis and guidance. 

In viev of the findings of this study and otherrelated studies vhich 

fouM predictive factors that fairly veil measure the ability to learn 

and industry, may be measured. 
v    +». writer,  the findings of no prognostic 

Insofar  as is knovn by the vriter, xn 

. • n^. « «. — ~ - ~ ~ - - *f Z 
» * * ^., « — u- «-, —* * «""~ * - * 
guidance situations. 
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.. yer""x'">" * Rranteil to reproduce this examination. Answers to tin- qiCTlioni will l>e furnislie.1 up. 
Additional copies of the examination may he obtained at t cents a copy, postpaid, for quantities \tm 
\Yi cents a copy, postpaid, for quantities over 100.   (Cath irilh order.) 

HI request, 
than 100; 

BOOKKEEPING EXAMINATION No. 1 (1949-1950) 
For Use at the End of the First Semester (First Year) 

PUBLISHED BY 
SOITH-WESTKKN PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Cincinnati New York Chicago San Francisc. Dallas 

Date Citv and State  

INSTRUCTIONS 

Do not begin to write your answers until you 
are told to do so. First fill in the blanks given 
above between the two sets of double lines. 

The contents of this test arc outlined in the 
■coring form at the right. Section A is an identi- 
fication or classification test; Section B is a debit - 
credit test; Section C is a problem test; Section I) 
is an identification or classification test; and 
Section E is a yes-no test. 

Specific directions regarding the work to be 
done and one sample are given at the beginning 
of each section of the test. AH samples are 
marked "0." 

Do not ask questions while writing this test. 

For Uar In Stark* I'crrerl 
Score 

S! mil-iil'n 
Store 

Section A—Recording Trans- 
actions in Special 
Journals 10 10 

Section B—Journalising 
Transactions 20 

Section C—The Trial Balance 19 /? 
Section D—Classification of 

Accounts in 
Financial Reports 15 

Section E    Bookkeeping 
Principles 26 

Total Score 90 

SECTION A—RECORDING TRANSACTIONS IN SPECIAL JOURNALS 
DIRECTIONS: Indicate in which book of original 

entry each of the following types of transact ions should 
be recorded by writing the leller or letters indicating 
the journal in the answers column at the right of each 
Item. A list showing the letters to !><' used is givey at 
the right of these directions. The first statement, "O," 
is completed as a sample. Each answer counts one point 

CIV  ( 'ash Payments Journal 
CK. Cash Receipts Journal 

.]. General Journal 
P. Purchases Journal 
S. Sales Journal 

0. A  sale of  merchandise  for 
cash  

1. A purchase of merchandise 
on account  

2. An opening entry for an in- 
vestment of cash only  

S. A correcting entry  
4. A  sale  of  merchandise  on 

account  
5. A cash  purchase  of   mer- 

chandise    •     ■ -   ■ 

<U o. v 

£. 

Y,.<- 
Sroring 

2. 
:i. 

4. 

5. 

fi. All opening entry for an 
investment of two or more 
assets  

7. A receipt of cash from a 
customer  

8. A withdrawal of cash by 
the proprietor for his per- 
sonal use  

9. An adjusting entry.   . 
in. A dosing entry  

£ 

O.P 

For 
Srorinf 

6. 

7. 

s. 

10. 

Section A:    Perfect Score 10 - Deductions Net Scon- [_ 
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SECTION B—JOURNALIZING TRANSACTIONS 

DIRECTIONS: Indicate the titles of the account* to !*• debited and credited in making 
the general journal entries for the transact ions given la-low liy writing the numbers of the 
account titles in the appropriate columns. Select the numbers from the "List of Accounts" 
given ill the left of the- transactions. The first transaction, "<>,'" is given as ■ sample. Each 
transaction counts two points — one point for the debit or debit! mid one point for the 
credit or credits. 

: ? 

raw- 

LIST OF A( COt NTS 

(Arranged alphabetically) 

(1) A. C. Able — 
Accounts Payable 

(2) Big Supply Co. — 
Account-. Payable 

(3) Callan Bros. 
Accounts Payable 

(4) ('alien & Son — 
Accounts Payable 

(5) Cash 

(8) E. 8. Conley, 
Capital 

(7) E. S. Conley, D 
ing (or Personal) 

(8) Delivery Equipment 

(9) Delivery Expense 

(10) Expired Insurance 

(11) Merchandise 
Inventory 

(12) Prepaid [nsuxance 
ftf)  M. It. Preston — 

Accounts Receivable 

-(14)  M. P. Prexton — 
Accounts Receivable 

(15) Profit and LoM (or 
Profit and Loss 
Summary) 

(16) Purchases 

(17) Salary Expense 

(18) Sales 

(19) Supplies 

(20) Supplies Used 

TRANSACTIONS 

0-0. Bought on account from 
Rig Supply Co. supplies 
for use  in   operating  the 
business  

1-2. E. S. Conley recorded the 
opening entry for his busi- 
ness. His assets were: 
cash and merchandise in- 
ventory. He had no lia- 
bilities (  

3-4. M. R. Preston reported 
that he was charged for 
merchandise not pur- 
chased by him. The sale 
should have Ix'cn charged 
toM. P. Prexton  

5-6. Purchased delivery truck 
on credit from A. C. Able 

7-8. A purchase of merchan- 
dise from Callan Bros. 
m incorrectly recorded 
in the account with ( alien 
& Son  

9-10. E. S. Conley took mer- 
chandise from stock for 
personal use  

11-12. Recorded the new mer- 
chandise inventory at the 
end of a fiscal period. . 

13-14. Adjusted the supplies ac- 
count at the end of the 
fiscal period  

15-16. Adjusted the prepaid in- 
surance account at the and 
of a fiscal period  

17-18. Closed the sales account 
at the end of a fiscal 
|x-riod  

19-20. Closed the salary expense 
account  

Debit 

0.  19 

1.5- 

/</• 

6.% 

*£ 
JL3 

ii.i 

"■To 

YLJl 

">■/£* 

Kor Srorint: 
Or. < r. 

0.       2 

•-'. 

0.   V 

4. 
13 

6. 

*3 

io./<^ 

'« :. 

i. 

:t. 

•v 

it. 

IS. 

I.".. 

17. 

19. 

Section IJ:    Perfect Score 20 - Deductions- Net  Sec in- 

0.     v 

III. 

12. 

14. 

i»; 

is. 

20. 
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SECTION C—THE TRIAL BALANCE 
DiKK<-n<>\s: The account* given in the first column below appear on the trial balance 

of \\. E. Coast The balance <>f each account is shown in parentheses after the account 
title. Two columns are provided at the right in which to write the debit and credit balances. 
Write each account balance in the appropriate column. The first account balance is written 
in the appropriate column as a sample.  Total each column of the trial balance, including 
the balance of the cash account   Each debit balance and each credit balance counts one 
point; the correct totals count live points. 

ACCOUNT TITI.KS AM) ItALANCES 
n.iiii (r.-dll 

for 
S.nrin« 

II. V 
1. Notes Receivable ($156)  ^ 1. 
2. Accounts Receivable (9287)  ^ e. 
3. Merchandise Inventory (92,480)  S 
4. Supplies ($63)  is t. 
.5. Equipment ($462)  >/ •V 
<;. Accounts Payable ($698)  

~      ^ 7. 7.  W. E. Coast, Capital (M.406)  
H. YY. E. Coast. Drawing (or Personal) (9272 s 8. 

r' II. 

to. 10. Returned Sales ($78)  u-^ 
11. Purchases ($1,540)  i^ II. 
12. Returned Purchases ($63)  ^ 12. 
13. Deliverv Kxpense ($42)  V IS. 

It. ^ 
15.           Totals  15. (5 points) 

Section C:    Perfect Score 19 — Deductions. ■   Net  Score 

SECTION D—CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS 
IN FINANCIAL REPORTS 

DIRECTIONS: Indicate the section of the balance sheel or profit and loss statement in 
which each account should appear by writing the letter of the section in the answers Column. 
The following list show a the fetters to be used. The first account is given as a sample. Each 
correct auower counts one point. 

BALANCE SI 11.1,1  SK< TIOXS PROFIT AND LOSS SECTIONS 

A. Current Assets E- Income from Sales 
]{. Deferred Charges !'• Cost .if Merchandise Sold 
C. Current Liabilities 6. Operating Expenses 
D. Proprietorship 

ACCOUNT TITLES      !A„ 
I or 

Srorim! ACCOUNT TITLES 

0. Accounts Receivable 
1. Cash  
2. Delivery Expense  
3. Expired Insurance  
4. Merchandise Inv. iKnding). 
5. Miscellaneous Expense. 
(>. Notes Payable 
7. Notes Receivable 

-A_ 
:i. 
4. 

8. Owner's Capital Account 
9. Owner's Drawing Account 

10. Prepaid Insurance  
11. Purchases  
12. Kent Kxpense  
13. Salary Expense  
14. Sales  
15. Sumilies .  

P 
P 

> 

Section D:    Perfect Score 15 - Deductions- Net Score 

to, 
Sr.win« 

s. 
!). 

10. 

II. 
12. 
13. 

g"'5- 
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SECTION E —BOOKKEEPING PRINCIPLES 
DIRECTIONS: After each question given below, indicate your answer by drawing a line 

under "yes" or "no" at the right.   Each answer counts one point. 

0. 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 
25. 

Is the trial balance a test of the equality of the debits and 
credits in the ledger?  
Is a debtor one to whom a debt is owed?  
If A's liabilities are $2,000 and his proprietorship is $6,000. 
are his assets $4,000?  
Is the process of transferring entries from a journal to a ledger 
called posting?  
Is the period covered by the profit and loss statement known 
as the fiscal period?  
Is a decrease in a liability recorded as a credit?  
Is an increase in an expense recorded as a debit?  
Is the difference between the footings of the two sides of an 
account called the total?  
Is the difference between what is owned and what is owed called 
net worth?  
Is the credit side of an account the right side?  
Is an increase in an asset recorded as a debit ?  
Is a decrease in proprietorship recorded as a'credit?  
Is a decrease in income recorded as a credit.'  
Does the profit and loss statement  list the balances of all the 
asset accounts?  
If the total  income is larger than  the total expenses, is the 
difference net profit?  
Is each account receivable usually listed on the balance sheet 
separately?  
If the credit side of the profit anil loss summary account is the 
smaller side at the time it is ready to be closed, is the balance 
a net loss?  
When all the closing entries have been posted, does the sales 
account show a debit balance?  
Are withdrawals of cash by the proprietor usually recorded in 
the general journal when special journals are used?  
Is the total of the sales journal posted to the credit side of I he 
sales account?  
Is a journal entry that transfers the balance of one account to 
another account an adjusting entry?  
Is the trial balance taken after the closing entries have been 
posted called a post-closing trial balance?  
Does the balance sheet report  the financial condition  of the 
business on a specific date? ■   • • • 
Is an account that is closed by transferring its balance to the 
debit side of the profit and loss summary account an income 
account? " " """"' "V " ' 
Does the use.of special journals decrease the amount of posting.'. 
Is each individual entry in the purchases journal posted to the 
credit side of the account named? • • ■ •  
Does each entry in the sales journal represent a debit to a 
creditor's account? 

Section E:    Perfect Score 26 - Deductions. 

Aniwara For Scoring 

Yes   No 0.  v 
Yes    2So_ 1. 

Yes   No_ 8. 

Yes   No 3. 

Yes    No 4. 
Yes     No— 5. 
Ica_ No 6. 

Yes   No 7. 

Yes   No 8. 
iies    No 9. 
Yja    No 
Yes   No 
Yes    No 

in. 
11. 
12. 

Yes   No IS. 

Ycs_ No 14. 

Yes   No 15. 

Yes   No Hi. 

Yes   ^>Jo 17. 

Yes  .No is. 

Yes   No 19. 

YM.   No 20.^ 

Yja.   No 21. 

Jia.   No 22. 

Yes   Eo_ ■>::. 

Ye*. No 24. 

Yes_ No 

Yes    No 

•2.1. 

26. 

Net Score 1                   1 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

Do not begin to write your answers until you 
an- told to do so. First till in the blanks given 
above between the two sets of double lines. 

The contents of this test are outlined in the 
scoring form nt the right. Section A is a rhmilha- 
tion test; Section II is ■ matching test; Section C 
is a yes-no test; and Section D is a check-list test. 

BpaoiBe direction! regarding the work to be 
done and one sample are given at the beginning 
of each section of the test. All samples are 
marked "O." 

Do not ask questions while writing this teat. 

SECTION A — CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS 
DlBECTCONB:  Use the following classification of accounts: 
11. Current Assets -H- Income from Sales 
12. Deferred Charges 42. Other or Financial Income 
18. Fixed Assets 51. Cost of Merchandise Sold" 
81. Current Liabilities                                  52. OperatingExpenses 
81. Proprietorship 53. Other or Financial Expenses 

< hissifv each account given below by writ inn its classification number in the answers column. 
The first account is given ;ts 8 sample.   Each correct answer counts one point. 

For UM In Owing I'rrfrol am Sludenl'i 
Ks-orr 

Section A    Classification of 
Accounts 17 

Section It    Bookkeeping Terms 
Section  <" — Bookkeeping 

Principles 

20 

u 
Section 1)    Work Sheet, 

Statement 
(dliinnis 31 i* 

Total" Score !)2 

0. Supplies   
1. Notes Payable 
2. Interest Receivable 
3. Purchases  
4. Delivery Expense  
5. Accounts Receivable 
6. Equipment  (or Furniture 

and Fixtures)  
7. Sales  
8. Accounts Payable  
9. Cash  

10. Owner's Capital Account 

12 

21 

-5-' 
S.-2J* 
11 

& 
ILL 

u 
±LL 

For 
•-...in', 

o. V 

t. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

0&. 

11. Prepaid Insurance 
12. Interest Payable 
18. Discount   on   Purchases 

(or Purchases 1 Hscount) 
14. Bad Debts (or Loss from 

Bad Debts)  
15. Transportation on Pur- 

chases (or Freight and 
Drayage In)  

16. Interest Expense (or In- 
terest Cost) _i    £• 

17. Depreciation Expense       £ 2j 

For 
S, ntiiiL' 

Zllr " 
_2-J   ■--' 

a 
18. 

s-i 15. 

10. 
17. 

Section A:    Perfect Score 17 — Deductions -  Net Sec 
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SECTION B — BOOKKEEPING TERMS 
DIKKCTIONR: For each definition below in Column II select from Column I the term 

it defines and write the identifying capital letter of that term in the answers column. The 
first answer is given as a sample. 

I Jan'52 

COLUMN I 

(Terms arranged 
alphabetically) 

A. accrual basis 
B. accrued expense 
('. accrued income 
I), bad debts 
I.    hank discount 

F.   hook value 
(i.  cash hasis 
H.  credit memorandum 
I.    depreciation 
J.   discount on purchases 
K.  discount on sales 
I,,   fixed assets 
M. interest 
N. interest-bearing not* 
O.  interest payable 
I'.   interest receivable 
Q.   maturity value 

R.  petty cash fund 
S.   principal 
T.   proceeds 
1".   purchase allowance 

V.   reserve for had debts 
YY. reserve for depreciation 

X.  sales allowance 

COLUMN II For 
Ann»rri«   Scoring 

2L 

111 

11. 

1«. 

18. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

1». 

20. 

Interest charged in advance by a hank 

The term used by a buyer in referring to a 
cash discount on an invoice taken by him. 

A note in which the maker has agreed to pay 
the face of the note with interest  

The amount received by a borrower for a 
note after the bank has deducted the dis- 
count  

The term used by a buyer in referring to 
the credit received by him because of in- 
ferior or damaged merchandise       

The term used by a seller in referring to a 
cash discount he allows on an invoice  

The title of the account credited for the 
estimated amount of bad debts  
Thi'face value of a note plus the interest. .. 

A -pecial business form that contains a 
record of the credit granted for returns and 
allowances  

The term used by a seller in referring t( 
the credit allowed to a customer because of 
inferior or damaged merchandise  

An expense incurred but not paid  

The method of keeping accounts in which in 
entries are made until cash is actually re- 
ceived or paid  

The amount of interest expense incurred but 
not paid  

Income earned but not received  

The estimated present value of equipment as 
shown by t'«' records  

The accounts with customers that cannot 
be collected  

The decrease in the value of fixed asset- 
because of wear and the passing of time. 

The amount paid for the use of money. 

The amount of money l>orrowed  

Assets that will be in service for a Dumber 
of fiscal periods  

A fund from which small payments are madcj    (■( , 

". s 

m 
L~ 

8. 

11. 

17. 

is. 

I!). 

Section  B:     Perfect Score SO - Deductions = Net Score 
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SECTION C — BOOKKEEPING PRINCIPLES 

DIHECTIONB: After each question given below, indicate your answer by drawin 
undcr   1?™   or "no" at the right The first question is given as a sample. ' 

Ql'KSTIONS 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

0. b income sometimes earned in one fiscal period and collected 
in another?         y,. 

1. W hen ;i cash discount is given on a sales invoice, does t!•«- buyer 
call it a discount on sales?      ' 

8. To compute interest at <; per cent for 60 days, i~ the decimal 
point in the principal move,! three places to  the left?  

3. Is the beginning merchandise inventory added to the net cost of 
merchandise purchased to determine the total cost of mer- 
chandise available for sale?  

4. Is the petty cash fund usually provided to lake can- of large 
payments?  

5. On the profit and loss statement, is the cost of merchandise bold 
subtracted from net sales to determine the gross prolit oil sales? 

0.  Is the inventory of supplies shown on tin-profit and lossstatement? 
7. Does the balance sheet show the present value of the equipment 

on hand? \  
8. In calculating the cost of purchases, should you subtract the 

transportation charges from the value of the merchandise? 
i). When a special column is provided in the cash payments journal 

for discount on purchases, is the amount of each discount posted 
daily to the general ledger?  

10. Should an account receivable that is considered uncollectible l>c 
charged Off as a bad debt ?  

11. Should the collection of a bad debt IK- shown in the customer's 
account?  

18. Does the balance sheet show the balance of the reserve for 
depreciation of equipment account.''  

13. Should the profit and loss statement include only those expenses 
paid during the fiscal period?    

It.  Is the collect ion of interest recorded in the cash receipts journal? 
15. Should the debit balance of the equipment account show the 

COSt   value of the equipment on hand?  
It!. Are the individual amounts in the general ledger columns of the 

combined cash journal posted separately?  
17. At the end of the fiscal period should the account for interest in- 

come be adjusted to show all lite interest earned (luring the period ? 
18   Is the account for returned sales and allowances shown in theI 

cost of merchandise sold section of the profit and loss statement.'   Yes    j^o 

19. Are depreciation rates on various kinds of equipment the same?   \ es 

80. Usually arc only collectible accounts included in the balance of 
the accounts receivable account?  

81. Do  reversing entries prepare the ledger accounts for the new 
fiscal period? • '• •' 

88. Docs the profit and loss statement show the balance of the 
reserve for bad debts account? 

83 
84 

Section <':     Perfect Score 84  -  Deductions 

Pat Sr„ri„B 

No 0.    v 

No 1. 

No 8. 

No S. 

Nj»_ 4. 

No .->. 
No ■ ti. 

No 7. 

Yes    No 

Yes    No 

reserve tor l>a<l oeois accomm •  
f.  Is expired insurance classified as an operating expense?. 
1   Is the amount of the insurance prepai.l at the end of the 

period shown on the profit and loss statement  

Yes  2ja 2«- 
j^ No as. 

fiscal 
..        Yes   ^u- 84. 

li). 

80. 

31. 

- Net Score 
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SECTION D — WORK SHEET, STATEMENT  COLUMNS 

DnuccnONs: The final section* of a work sheet     the statement columns     are show 
below. After each account title make a check mark < \ I in the appropriate column to indi- 
cate in which column of the work sheet tin- balance »ill appear. 

ACCOUNT TITLES 

0. Accounts Receivable  
1. Cash  
8. Social Security Taxes        
8. Advertising Expense  
4. Employees Income Taxes Payable  
5. Depreciation Expense (Depreciation of Equip- 

ment i     
(>. Merchandise Inventory   
7.  Had Debts (Loss from Had Debts)  
H. Interest Payable  
9. Accounts Payable  

10. Interest Expense (Interest Cost)    
11. Equipment  
l-.'. Social Security Taxes Payable  
IS. Discount on Sales (Sales Discount)  
14. Interest Receivable  
15. Purchases     
16. Interest Income (Interest Earned)  
17. Notes Payable.'  
1H. Returned Sales and Allowance- (Sales Returns 

and Allowances)  
19. Prepaid Insurance  
80. Proprietor's Capital Account  
81. Discount on Purchases (Purchases Discount). . 
88. Notes Receivable  
83. Reserve for Bad Debts  
84. Returned Purchases and Allowances (Purchases 

Returns and Allowances)  
85. Reserve for Depreciation of Equipment      
86. Sales  
87. Salaries Payable  
88. Supplies 1 'sell  
89. Supplies  
80. Expired Insurance  
81. Transportation on Purchases (Freight and Dray- 

age In) —:  

Section D:    Perfect Score 31 - Deductions 

P. A 1.. Slalrmrnl ll:.l:.„, ,   SlM-rl rw 
I*. Cr. Or. Cr. Bnrlaa 

x 0. y 

u- 1. 

f 8. 
£> :!. 
. l/ 1. 

V S. 
^ (i. 

\ ^ 
•S 9. 

y^ 10. 
IS- n. 

t> 18. 
y 18. 

k^ 14. 

/ 15. 
I^-1 III. 

  17. 

^ IS 

\ ^ 111 
80 

S 81. 

^ 
»*  88. 

is 83, 

iS - 84. 

r> 185. 
86. 
87. 
28. 

\r" 
r> 

\S 
-*r 

? 
89. 
80. 

SI. 

mi                      = NetSc ore L 

1 
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TABULATIONS 
M.I .      M.A. 

:i.-.s _ 

|«1 
IS] 

M I 

170 — 
171 
372 — 
374 — 
S74 — 
:i7n — 
377 — 

• '/.- re, 
To ii 

12-2 
12-3 
12-4 

12-7 

\i I I 
I:I-II 
1.1-2 
13-3 

13-0 
13-8 

11-II 
1 I 1 
I 1   | 

BCOI ■ 
ml   lh. 

M.I.        M.\. 
14-5 

:;-"       I 1-1 
.-I ! I -7 
381 Ms 
382— 14-9 

I I In 
14-11 

:i-n _ i.-.-II 
384       16-1 

I S   1 

15-4 
II ". 
16-4 
[5-7 

!  !  •■ 

l .   |,i 

L6-11 
:IIMI— IB-II 

16   i 

M.l 

192 

S95 
:m.-. 

I9( 

and H.U. OP .\I..\   m on ■ aboi e and 
median  Menial Qron ih  in. 

HA. M.r.     M.\, 
17-11 

16-3 urn— IS-II 
log 

16-6 40]       I8-] 
18-1 

401 - 
is :, 

16-9 
— 16-10 

16  II 103 
— 17-0 

17-1 101        ; -   |,i 
17-1                             404 — 18-11 

— 17-3 IOI —lll-ll 
' ■ I I".". 19-1 

I i ■ I-.. It ,; 
IT I 106 19-7 
17-7                         407 — 19-10 

ins — Mb* 
17-11 Hi. 
I ,   In 

below thoae Mated should bi 
ental  Age  take  the average of lh 

H.I U 

ll 1 —SM 

.]-: 

li l — is-j 

M.U. MA. 
PROFILE   GRAPH 

«•     45-0- 
Trials   Passed   un   II Ti/iuitiil    liars 

.., 12 u 20 ,0 
J5B ri- 

2fi-n- 
'16 15 10 12 

410   2i-o- 12 
Lio 

■"> 
. Hi 16 16 

•12 

9 

i. 

S 

18-0- 
12 

■12 

9 

« 
16 

•8 

■ 6 

12 12 

11-0- 
9 9 

■fi 

b 

1 

u 
-4 

8 

8 

1 

8 

370   13-0- 8 | 

12-0- 

850 
11-0- 

6 
B 

3 

2 

1 
1 

2 

1 

■1 

1 

1 

1 

> 
1 

■;i 1 ■ 1 

1 
10-0- ■ i 

330 
1 

9-0- 

110 
Test 30 S2 n 36 38 

MA 
or 

M.U 

Median  Mental  ARC  or Median   Mental   Ornwth   ITnlts . 
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EXAMPLES: 

my not is book that 

ran the boy the street down 

1. apples trees on grow 

2. play boys like marbles to 

3. grow boys men to become up 

4. is lesson girl her studying the 

5. there days are the week in seven 

6. children room of the out ran six 

7. away winter for nuts store squirrels 

8. Mary I runs as as fast 

9. do go we Saturday school on not to 

10. she youngest selected our the in girl room 

11. thousand many a year cars makes Ford 

12. true stories teacher about the a told them colonies 

13. who her lost girl pencil the another bought 

14. allowed upon skate to they never river were the 

15. an embankment train leaped lost lives their and many people the 

T.M   JO 
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EXAMPLES: 

2 4 6 8 
4 

^9         10 12 

9 8 7 2 6          5 4 

(1) 3 5 7 8 9 11 

(2) 1 4 7 10 12 18 

(•) 9 7 4 5 3 1 

(4) 18 16 12 9 6 5 

(5) 2 5 4 6 8 10 

(6) 1 5 9 11 18 17 

(7) 12 11 10 8 6 4 

(8) 3 6 9 12 14 15 

(9) 1 5 10 15 20 25 

(10) 2 4 6 8 10 32 

(11) 27 24 21 18 17 15 

(12) 18 17 16 14 12 10 

(13) 3 7 11 13 15 19 

(14) 8 10 11 14 17 20 

(15) 32 29 27 22 17 12 

Taat *1 
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EXAMPLES: 

quarter      nickel     dollar     dime     penny 

rod     yard     inch     mile     foot 

1. gallon     teacup      bushel     quart     pint 

2. one     multitude     few     none     many 

3. clause     syllable     sentence      letter     word 

4. infancy     adolescence      old-age      childhood      maturity 

5. warm      cold      hot     torrid      frigid 

6. president      alderman      governor     mayor     citizen 

7. company      regiment      squad      division     army 

8. colossal      tiny      small      enormous     large 

9. inaudible      distinct     deafening     faint     loud 

10. millennium     eon     century     year     decade 

11. lieutenant     corporal      general      colonel     captain 

12. frequently     occasionally     never     usually      always 

13. square-rod     section     county     acre     state 

14. good     naughty     wicked     mischievous     angelic 

15. pennyweight     pound      ounce     grain      carat 

TMt It 
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EXAMPLES: 

What is the number which is 2 less than K of 9?   . 

What is the number which if added to 3 is y2 of 12? 

1. What is the number which is 2 more than y2 of 10?   .   .   . 

2. What is the number which if multiplied by 2 is 3 times 6?   . 

3. What is the number % of which is Vf» of 15?  

4. What is the number which if divided by 2 leaves 1 less than 5? 

5. What is the number which if added to 8 makes 3 less than 15? 

6. What is the number which if multiplied by 2 makes 3 more 
than 11?      

7. What is the number which if multiplied by itself is % of 100? 

8. What is the number V3 of which is % of 18?  

9. What is the number which if subtracted from 17 leaves 4 
more than % of 15?  

10. What is the number which if added to 9 gives twice the 
product of 2 times % of 24?  

11. What is the number which if multiplied by 2 and added to 5 
is 1 and i/2 times i/2 of 12?  

12. What is the number % of which added to 6 is 3 times 
1 of 36?      

ai 
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Write one number after each one of these words: 

IF THE WORD CONTAINS 

A, E, and N, write 1 after it. 

A and E, but not N, write 2 after it. 

A and N, but not E, write 3 after it. 

E and N, but not A, write 4 after it. 

EXAMPLES:    Eaten 1     Nation 3     Herald 
Elated 2    Plenty 4 

Treasure 

Wrinkle 

Mental 

Fountain 

IF THE WORD CONTAINS 

I, R, and E, write 1 after it. 

I, but not R nor E, write 2 after it. 

E, but not R nor I, write 3 after it. 

I and E, but not R, write 4 after it. 

I and R, but not E, write 5 after it. 

EXAMPLES:   Practice 1 Bicycle 4 
Kinship 2   Wrist 5 

Basket 3 

Te«t 14 

Bishop 

j Whisper 

Similar 

Continent 

Animal 

Basket 

Retire 

Signature 

Handle 

Envelope 

Special 

Caution 

Envelope 

Simpleton 

Picture 

Writing 

Satchel 

Fiction 

Delight 
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Draw a line under the middle one of these three numbers: 3 8 9. 

Write here   a word meaning the opposite of good. 

Draw a line through the middle letter in the longer of these two 

words:   Revenge, Assert.   Write here   a word of 

five letters meaning the opposite of slow.   Write here  

a word which rhymes with hay and means a part of a week. 

Draw a line after each of these two letters    A B        making 

the first line half as long as the second.   Think what year this Is, 

then write here the digits in the reverse order, the one 

which belongs last coming first. Cross out one digit in each of these 

numbers which does not appear in the other number: 43689, 64378. 

Put in the correct signs in this example: 12 2 6 = 30. Notice 

these four numbers: 7, 6, 4, 2; if the difference between the 

first two is equal to the difference between the last two, write the sum 

of the first and third numbers here ; if not, write the difference 

between the second and fourth numbers here     Write here   

an odd number greater than 25 which is divisible by both 7 and 3. 

Notice these four words: beauty, happiness, willing, cheerful. 

If the letter U appears in the same word with the letter E as often 

as the letter I appears in the same word with the letter N, write here 

  the word that has neither A nor U in it: if not, 

write here the word with both A and U in it. 

T«K  35 
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Write one letter on the line after each one of these statements' 
■A 

Write A    If always true, as    ...    .    Birds are hatched from eggs   ... A 

Write B    If true in some cases, as .    .    Snow melts as it falls  B 

Write C    If not true, as There are eleven inches in*a foot   .    . C 

Write D    If only an  opinion, as    .    .    Skating is better sport than swimming D 

! Ian '52 

. 

1. The lizard is a kind of insect  

2. The largest cities in the world are seaports   . 
3. A boy's uncle is the brother of one of his parents 
4. A city is the best place in which to live   .    . 

5. Very light boats sometimes float up-stream   . 

6. Water boils more quickly in a high altitude   . 

7. A concert is the best form of entertainment 
8. Civil war is strife between different nations . 
9. People lose their self-control in a crisis    .    . 

10. Capital punishment should be abolished   .   . 

11. The largest city in a state is the capital   .   . 
12. War greatly increases a nation's indebtedness 

13. The most valuable advice is disregarded   .   . 
14. Anarchy is a means of promoting better government 

15. It is easier to swim in salt water than in fresh water 15 

16. Limitation of armaments would prevent war    16 

17. More than half of the twelve months have 31 days 

18. Holders of political offices are corrupt  

19. Immigration should be restricted  
20. One's temperature becomes lower in case of a fever 

l 

2 

3 

-1 

•; 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

...18 

19 

...20 

Te»t 86 
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EXAMPLES: 

table      wood 

door     house 

1. good     bad 
2. wash     face 

-traw     hat 
4. Sunday     week 
5. tears     sorrow 
6. parents       command 
7. eraser      ink 

8. book      writer 
9. yes sir     no sir 

10. singer     song 
11. December    January 
12. quarrel      enemy 
13. palace     king 
14. lobby     hotel 
15. doctor     patient 

16. Japanese     Japan 
17. ruler     length 
18. telephone     hear 
19. wrist     cuff 
20. peninsula   continent 

Te»t IT 

stove     bottle     paper     iron     cork 

chimney      gate     yard     swing     window 

taste     sweet     conduct     sour     polite 
sweep     broom     nail     straw     floor 
soft     feather     leather     shoe     cool 
January      hour     Wednesday     year     noon 
sob     girls      grin     laughter     joy 
shall     children     obey     must     order 
lightning     storm     dirt     clothes     water 
statue    liberty    sculptor    picture     state 
always   meanwhile   however   perhaps   nevei 
choir    organist    preacher    pulpit    sermon 
last     first      least     worst     month 
foe      agree      policeman     agreeable     friend 
hut     barn      farm     peasant     city 
author     preface     book     porter     elevator 
lawyer     nurse     client     hospital     court 
Russia      Dutch     Serbia     Spanish     Holland 
hour     distance     clock     time     alarm 
shout     spyglass     telegraph     distance     see 

neck     leg     giraffe     collar    foot 
boats     bay     Massachusetts     pay     ocean 
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EXAMPLES: 

nose 
doll      - 

a fragrant flower 

a place for voting 
...R. 

1. cheat 
2. felt - 

3. door 

1. ounce 
5. hunt 

<). iluet 

7. move 

8. doze 

!». rest 

10. base 

11. break 
12. fuse 
13. acorn 
14. stone 

1">. crude 
16. crate 

17. threw 
18. sward 
19. plate 
20. spine 

a cereal grain   .... 
an animal's skin   .    .    . 

the state of one who seeks 
a stupid person     .    .    . 

a relative        

animal fat  

to wander about   .    .    . 

soft mud  

enjoyment of living   .    . 

state of being comfortable 

a monstrosity   .... 
a trick        
contempt  
to make amends   .    .    . 
an over-modest person . 
angry    
a scolding woman     .    . 
to give earned recognition 

to make happy .... 
to think  

charity 

TMt   II 
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EXAMPLES: 

(i) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

TMI   1* 

27 

11 

27 

25 

19 

32 

25 

45 

13 

27 

18 

16 

28 

15 

26 

4           6 8 10     

18          15 12 9     

8          11 14 17     

2           4 8 16   .... 

J3          19 15 11    . 

4         18 16 15     

9           3 1 Vs    
6           8 11 15               M 
3         24 22 23     

5           8 9 12     

I           5 10 11      

1          16 13 12      

14 7 5     

30 31 34      

18 6 9     

24 48 46     

18 6 12     
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Advanced  Battery 
Grades 9 to Adult 

PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS-ADVANCED   BATTERY  Form...^ 

{Diagnostic Tests Keyed to the Curriculum) 
Devised by Ernest W. Tiegs and Willis W. Clark 

Name Occupation or Grade 

Dote 

Examiner 

TEST 

A9e Birthd«y Sex:  M-F 

Organization 

DIAGNOSTIC  PROFILE 
(Chart student'], percentile rank here) 

SUBJECT 

Percent- 
Possi-    Stu- lie Rank 

blc    dent's for 
Score Score       Grade 

10        20 30 7» 

Grade 
Place- 
ment 

1. Reading Vocabulary .    . 100 

A. Mathematics  25 

B. Science  25 

C. Social Science    .... 25  

D. General  25 

2. Reading Comprehension   . 55 

E. Following   Directions     .    . 10 

F. Reference Skills .... 15 

G. Interpretations   .... 30 

Total  Reading    ... 155 

3. Mathematical Reasoning . 60 

A. Number Concepts   ... 20 

B. Symbols and Rules   ... 15 

C. Numbers and Equations 10 

D. Problems  15 

4. Math. Fundamentals   .   . 80 

E. Addition  20 

F. Subtraction  20 

G. Multiplication     .... 20 

H.    Division  20 

Total Mathematics .    . 140 

5. Language  125 

A. Capitalization     .... 15 - 

B. Punctuation  10 

C. Words and Sentences  .    . 25 

D. Grammar  30 

E. Spelling  30 

F. Handwriting  15 

TOTAL     

 1 1 1 1 1—  i— 

-   ' 1 i—     - 
 ! ! ! I I I I I  

1 

I 1— " I I 

-r— 

- 

 1 1— 

_I 

 __i  
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California  Test  Bureau, 5916  Hollywood  Blvd.. Los Angeles  28. Calif.   Printed  In  U. &.  A. 

Grade 
Place- 
men! 



DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS  OF LEARNING DIFFICULTIES 
If the diagnostic  profile on  page 2 of  this  test indicates that the student is making normal progress in 

all fields, the teacher will have no use for the following diagnostic analysis.    However, where the diagnostic profile 

shows achievement below a desirable standard in one or more major fields, the following device will assist in identify 

rng and analyzing the specific couses of difficulty as a basis for remedial instruction. 

The numerals and capital letters in the diagnostic analysis correspond to the sections of the test similarly 

marked. For example, if the diagnostic profile shows unsatisfactory achievement in Test 4, Sec. E (addition in 

arithmetic fundamentals), an inspection of the unsatisfactory responses in this section of the test (by number' 

will reveal whether or not remedial instruction is needed in carrying, use of zeros, reducing to common denomi- 

nators, and the like.   These topics are then checked by the teacher as the basis for remedial work. 

Once an adequate diagnosis has been mode, remedial instruction is frequently a simple matter. However, 

teachers have in the past found the clerical work incident to following each individual student a heavy burden 

Such extra work is almost completely eliminated if this diagnostic analysis is torn from the test booklet and kept 

on the teacher's desk, where the various items may be checked off as the student masters them. 

READING 
I. Reading Vocabulary 2. Reading Comprehension G. INTERPRETATION OF 

.   u,Tu[u.Tlr,. E. FOLLOWING SPECIFIC MEANINGS: 
A. MATHEMATICS: DIRECTIONS: 
 B.sic  vocabulary 1-25  Directions in mothe- Selecting  topic  or 

■.SCIENCE- maticol situations   .1,2,5,9, 10 central idea 1,10 
- ". ,   . .  ,r  Reading definitions ond „   . ,.       .. 

 Bosrc  vocabulary 1-25 following  directions ..3,4,6,7,8 Understanding d.recHy 

C. SOCIAL  SCIENCE:                                             F.  REFERENCE SKILLS: l£ 14, 19, 2226,28/29 
 Basic  vocabulary 1-25                  Voeobulory  1-6 

 list  of  index   7-9  Making  inferences       2,3,6,9, 
D. LITERATURE:  Selecting  references 10-13 15,  16,  17,  19, 20, 21, 23, 24 
 Basic  vocabulary 1-25  Report  outline 14-15 25,27,30. 

3. Mathematical Reasoning 

A. NUMBER CONCEPT: 

 Writing  integers 1-3 
-Writing   money   4 
 Writing fractions 5-7 
 Roman numbers  8-10 
 Fractions  ond  decimals.  11-13 
 Exponents and roots 14-16 
 Negative numbers 17 
— ^Abstract numbers 18-20 

I. SYMBOLS AND RULES: 
Symbols    1 3,8-10 
 Vocabulary   4»7 
 Rules  11-15 

C. NUMBERS AND EQUATIONS: 
Negotive    numbers 1-4 

 Solving   equations 5-10 

D. PROBLEMS: 
-Simple  problems   1-2 

__   Sharing   and   averaging 3-4 
— Square and cubic 

measure    5-6 
__^ -Budgeting     12 
 Ratio  and  percentage 7-11 

Insurance  and discount    13-15 

4. Mathematical  Fundamentals 

E. ADDITION: 

 Simple   combinations      1 

5. Language 

A. CAPITALIZATION: 

 First word of sentence 1 
 Names  of  persons 2,7,9 

Names  of   places    2,3,8,9 
 .Days of week and  months 4,6 

Titles    5,7 
First word of quotation 6 

 Over-capitalization 
I. PUNCTUATON: 

_^_ Commas    
-Question  marks    
 Quotation morks   

MATH EMATICS 
 Carrying   2-4 
. Zeros 1,6 
 Column addition   3,4 
 Adding   money 4,6 
    Denominate  numbers   4-6 
 Adding   numerators    7 
  Reducing fractions to 

common denom     8, 10-13 
 Adding  mixed  nos.         9-13 
   Adding fractions and 

decimals   14-15 
 Writing decimals in 

column         16-17 
 Adding  percentages  18 
 Adding abstract nos 19-20 

F. SUBTRACTION: 

 Simple  combinations  . 1 
 Borrowing     2-5 
 Zeros   1,3,5 
 Subtracting  money   4,5 
 Denominate  numbers    4-6 
 Subtracting    numerators 7-1 
    Reducing  fractions to 

common  denominators   9-10 
 Integer from mixed no II 
 Borrowing with mixed 

numbers   12, 13 
 Subtraction: fractions and 

decimals     14,15 

LANGUAGE 
 Quotation within quotation  
 Over-punctuation      

C. WORDS AND SENTENCES: 

 Singulars and plurals      1,8, 11 
-Cose    5,6,9,12 
Tense 2, 4, 7, 8, 10, 13-15 

-Good  usage    3 
-Recognizing  sentences       16-25 

D. GRAMMAR: 

- -Vocabulary   of   grammar      1-7 
 Parts of sentences B-10 
       Kind of sentences 11-13 
 Ports of speech 14-30 

     Writing  decimals in 
column    16, 17 

    Subt. abstract nos 19,20 

G. MULTIPLICATION: 

 Tables  1-5 
 Zeros in multiplicand 2,5 
 Zeros  in   multiplier 4,5 
 Two-ploce multipliers 3 5 
 Denominate   nos. 6 
 Mult,    denominators        ..     8 
 Cancellation of frac- 

tions   7,9,10,11, 13 
 -Fractions and mixed 

numbers     12 
    -Froctions ond decimals 15 
    Pointing   off   decimols      16, 17 
 Mult,  abtract  nos. 19,20 

H. DIVISION: 

 Tables   
 Zeros   in   quotient I  4 
 Remainders      [j 
 Inverting  divisor  in 

fractions      6 13 
 Mixed  numbers   11-13 
 Reducing  fractions  to 

decimals   14 
 Pointing off decimals     .15-17 
 Cancel,   of   fract 18 

Div  abstract nos. 19-20 

 Nouns      
 Pronouns 

Verbs     
__      Adjectives 
 Adverbs 
 Conjunctions     
 Prepositions     

E. SPELLING: 

F. HANDWRiflNG: 
■ Quality and legibility      
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kept 

.1,10 

11,12 
1,29 

6,9, 
, 24 

9,20 

.1-5 
2,5 

.4,5 
3-5 

6 

13 

12 
15 

S, 17 
9,20 

1-5 
14 

5 

6-13 
1-13 

.14 
5-17 

18 
»-20 


